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ABSTRACT 

Negotiating ~ \ c  Zoundaries of Gender: Construction and Representation of Wornen 
in the Work of Michael Ondaatje 

Shannon Emmerson 

This study is a theoretical and text-based exploration of Michael Ondaaje's 
consmiction and representation of female characters in four fictional works: Tbe 
Coihected IV0rk.r of Bi4 the Kid. Coming Tbmgb Shgbter, In tbe 5,451 of  a Lion, and The 
Englizh Paiient. The pEmary focus is on the demarcating iines or 'boundaries' drawn 
between male and fernale characters, which results in the self-consciouslg incomplete 
pomayal of the fernale, in ail of these texts. Issues to be addressed indude the 
gendered identification of the author with male, rather than femaie characters, the 
diffidties of represencing female characters within a masculine discourse, and 
Ondaa je's chronologicdy increasing awareness of gender issues within his terts. 
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1 write about you 
as if 1 own you 
which 1 do not. 
As you c m  say of nothlig 
this is mine. 

%%en we rise 
the last hug 
no longer belongs, 
is your fiction 
or my story. 
Mulch for the fume. 

Whether we pass 
through each other 
&e pure arrows 
or face into nimour 
1 wrïte down now 
a fiction of pour arm 

or of that afternoon 
in Union Station 
when we both were lost 
pain fdling free 
the speed of tears 
under the Grand Rotunda 
as we disappeared 
rose from each other 

you and your arrow 
taking jus t 
what you fled through 

(lvkhael Ondaatje, Jemhr Love, 143) 

How c m  1 touch you if you're nor there? 
Your bIood has become their meaning. 
The7 can speak to each other, and about 
us. But what about us? Corne out of th& 
language. 

(Luce Ingaray, Tb2 Suc Whicb Ir Not One, 204) 
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Fithin his poem, 'cSecuiar Love," Mchael Ondaatje attempts to create that which can 

be daimed fiom that which cannot From the living subject of the woman - the 'she' who 

wodd not be owned - Ondaa je's narraror creates the fictional female subject who might 

indeed be owned.' He consmcts a 'fiction of her m' urhich can belong to him. But the 

nanator aclcnowledges thar even this constmction is incomplete, since the fition is only a 

fiagrnent of dus female subject's iife thac has entered and passe8 through his uniter's 

imagination. Although the writer records what be sees, hervision - and bp extension, the female 

version of diis fiction - is not represented. The writer may, then, " o d  the "fiction," but he 

m u s  ultirnately acknou-ledge its incompleteness. In terms of Ondaatje's construction and 

represenration of women in his literary works, this 'incompleteness' also proves to be 

consistent The female in manp of his tests, and in particular the eady ones, is, in Zgaray's 

temis, simply not there: she is untouchable. In  works such as The Collered Workr ofBi$ the Ed 

Lq? Handed Poems and Coming Tbmugh Shc~ghfer she exists, certainly, but remains a shadowy 

presence whose main function is to support the central stories of the male protagonists. In later 

works, such as In the S b n  $0 Lion and T h e  English Patzint, the female emerges as more central in 

terms of plot and depth of character, but remains, again, on the outside of the essentiallÿ 

mascullie story. For ail of Ondaa je's worlc 'outside the margins' - for al his play with the 

'noms' of specific genres, the teiling of conventional histories, and even the mapping of 

conventional plot development - the female remains bthered' in Ondaa je's works. This 

othemess does no& however, exdude any identification. Instead, Ondaa je's repeated emphasis 

on the boundaries of gender seems to express at once his determination to attempt to 

understand her, and the fuüiiilir). of anp such attempts. 
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In Ondaatje's fiction, characers are ofien 'unfinished': questions about the 'auth' of 

th& lives are lefi unanswered. For Ondaa je, that 'auth' of their lives - lives such as Buddy 

Bolden's or Billy the Kid's - simply rnay not be known. He has, nonetheless, ewplored and 

chdenged in much of his e n e n  work the boundaEes of self and identiy, in terms of his 

construction and representation of his subject's lives - lives which tend in many ways to mirror 

or to touch his oum. In T'e Coikcted W'orkr ofBi! the Kid, for exampie, Billy is linked texruallp to 

the author via a photograph inserted on the h a 1  page: a photograph of young Ondaa j e  

dressed as his protagonist Similarly, in Coming Thmugh Siaughter, Buddy Bolden is comected to 

the author through passages in the text which openly discuss the sidarities in age and gesture 

between Bolden and Ondaatje. Borh tcxts, like the poem that constirutes my epigraph here, 

examine the ofien bridgeable dividlig h e s  benveen selves, or better, the connections that 

might be made berneen self and constructed character. The self of die author, in other words, 

may ofien mesh and blend with the self of his constructed character - but onlp when the 

character is male. His male characters map not be Eully knou-n, but they gesture always to a 

gendered identificanon between them and thek author. Fernale characters remain, on the other 

hand, M y  outside Ondaa je's boundaries of self. 

As many literary cnucs have noted, Ondaa j e  c o n ~ u d y  interrogates and challenges 

the demarcating lines between author and subject Few- critics, however, have gone on to 

comment on Ondaatje's interrogations of the boundaries b e m e n  the sexes -- even though 

issues of sex and of gender figure centrally as part of the author's exploration of idenus. As 

Lorraine York points ou5 there has been a deuded absence of gender criticism w<,idun the field 

of Ondaatje critiusm. In an attempt co explain dis  absence, York suggests that feminist mtics 

have simply "assurned that there wasn't much to write about" in Ondaa je's work, that they see 
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his u n i ~ g  as w o r h g  within a male-dehed model of gender which presents no challenge to 

aaditiond and o k n  negative representations of women (72). York points to a feature of his 

w r i ~ g  which she labels "the male chaotic" to hrther exclain the absence of gender uîticism- 

The male chaotic is, she wrïtes, "a realm of seemingly random, centrihgaI violent energ): 

associated with males and either opposed or ignored by fernales" which has worked to h e p  

"feminist analysis at a distance" fkom Ondaa je's work (77). C e d y ,  female stereotypes, and 

an active-male / passive-fernale binary code pervades such tevts as The C'fh//pr Work and 

Coming Thmc'gh Jhghtm~ But in Ondaa je's work as a whole, it may be helpfd to analyse women 

on the basis of the authorid consmiction of gender, as w d  as on the level of representation, 

for, as 1 will insist, Ondaa je continually questions and challenges his own female 

representations. 

This is not to say that Ondaa je, in chdenging his ourn negative representations of 

women, is mily empowering, or even malcing more palatable, his female characters. Instead, as 

a male, postmodernist wiiter, he can be seen as grappling with the diffidties of represen~g 

women, while ultimately regarding himselfas unable to overcome them. Indeed, Linda 

Hutcheon observes that postmodernism generally reveals 

a desire to understand present culture as the product of previous 
representations ... What this means is that posmiodem arc acknowiedges and 
accepts the challenge of tradition: the history of representation cannot be 
escaped but it can be both exploited and commented on uiticdy. (Polin;~, 58) 

As a posmiodem writer, then, Ondaatje may weii be challenging traditional, and 

ovenvhelmingly negative representations of the female gender by using and e x p l o i ~ g  them. In 

perhaps a femliist fashion, this challenge does reflect an attempt to contest "mastery and 

totalization, ofien by unmasking both th& powers snd their limitations" (Pohics 37). 
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Hutcheon, however, identifies the crucial difference beween postmodernism and feminism as 

based on the actual project of changing the systems of m e d g  which define gender in ways 

d e h e n r a l  to female empowerment In essence, she argues that feminism seeks to change 

those systems, while posanodernism, with what Terry Eagleton c d s  postmodernism's 

"political ambivalences" (I//unorzr 132), rernains implicated in the systems which it crieques 

(P~lzil'cr 152-1 53). 

According to Teresa De Lauretis, individuais are ultimately consmxted as gendered 

subjects within various "technologies of gender" which have the "power to control the field of 

social meaning and thus produce, promote, and 'implant' representations of gender" (18). She 

goes on to suggest, however, that 

the terms of a different construction of gender also exist, in the margins of 
hegemonic discourses. Posed from outside the heterosexual social contract, 
and inscribed in rnicropoliacal practices, these terms can also have a part in the 
consmicrion of gender, and their ef'ecu are rather at the "local" level of 
resistances, in subjectivity and self-representation. (1 8) 

It is ml- argument chat Ondaaje, working within a posmodem tradiuon that privileges 

rnarginalized narrative and challenges the inscribed boundaries of literaq tradition, operates on 

levels: 

resis ts, through 

terms 

inscribes 

subjectivity 

traditional 

and 

representations 

examination 

self-representation, the 

gender 

e ffects 

construction 

on the 

of that 

of the 

level narrative 

inscription. 

female, more 

and 

that Ondaa j e  works within a system of representation which appears ro valorize the ideolog. 

of male dominance, or even to foster the notion of the 'male chaotic,' yet he equatly 

interrogates that ideology. His female characters, for example, are often represented as 'rnirrors' 

to male characters that are shown to be unmistworthy, particularly in terms of the accuracy or 

'cornpleteness' of th& reflections. Ondaa j e  thus provides the reader uith an irnplidt 
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acknowledgement that the femaie representations are f a u l ~ ,  while remauiing implicated in the 

narrative process that creates those representaaons. By examining Ondaa tje's construction and 

representation of the female in T h  Coflected W o r h  o f B i 4  the Kid, Coming Tbmwgb Shughter, In the 

Skin ofa Lion, and -The Eng(ish Patr'ent chronologïcdy, 1 will contend that he becornes 

increasingly involved, on 2 t e x d  level, with the challenges of allowing the femaie a 

"subjectivig" and a "self-representation" within his oa-n "technologies of gender." 

1 have chosen chese four works as examples of  Ondaa je's fiction. Admittedly, 

Ondaa tje's work does not f d  easily into categories of genre. Tbe Co/ 'ed  Workr ofBi' the Kid 

and Coming Thmugb Shcgbter are works which possess both saong elements of poetry and 

collage, and aii of the books listed here could certainly be presented as examples of a 

documentary form. Most of his works have also been dted for their autobiographical content, 

questioning th& categorization as pure' Gction. In the same vein, one could argue that RYnnzng 

in the Famh (1982), a fictional mernoir of Ondaa je's S r i  Lankan f d y ,  is aiso an example of 

Ondaaje's fiction, and should, perhaps, be induded in this iist dong aith his other fiction. But 

my interest here is with those self-consciously fictiond, female characters, rather than wirh 

those that are perhaps W e d  too dosely to 'reai' figures. 

Beginning with The Coleded Wurk $Bi& the Kid, 1 examine the female diaracters of 

Sallie Chisum and Angela Dickinson, with particular reference to their stereoqyical 

representation in terms of the angel/whore dichotomy. This chapter oudines the ways in u-hich 

a binary construction of the central male and the oppositional female may be effecaveiy 

applied to this tex5 and additionally introduces the extent to which Ondaa je's layered narrative 

mediaaon prohibits the readefs fd access to rounded, credible female characters. The 

following chapter explores the female gender as conspucted in Coming Thmtlgh Slaughfw, a test 
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that demonstrates a marked difference in terrns of the author's awareness of the limitations of 

stereotypical represermtions of women. This can be seen in the st i l l  perïpheral, yet more Wy 

developed, characten of Nora Bass and Robin Brewin. This chapter also reveds a 

characteristic of Ondaa je's work which dominates gender consmiction in the following two 

teuts: the author's acknowledgement that his representations of women are mediated through 

his own specificdy masculine gaze, voice, and discourse. In my discussion of In the Skin o fa  

Lion, I elaborate on the functioning of this a u t h o d  mediaüon, in terms of die represencaoon 

of the p ~ u p d  fernale characters: Clara, Alice, and Hana. Moving h a l l y  to The Engfid Pahenf, 

a novel in which all three of these female characters again appear, 1 focus on the self- 

consuousness of Ondaatje's pomayal of Hana specificdy. It is a self-consuousness that both 

acknowledges the existence of complex gendered boundaries within the test and emphasizes 

Ondaa je's authorid reluctance to daim, h a l l y ,  the abiljty to efface those boundaries. 

In ali of these texts, women appear to the reader as if hough  'daude glass,' a dark mircor 

chat has the effect of conceneating "the feanires of the landscape in subdued tones" (Sedar h ~ ~ e  

11 1). Wornen are present, then, but they are represented as 6ltered through multiple layers of 

mediaüon - layers provided bs the aurhor, the narrator, and ofren the male protagonisr - so thar, 

in the terms of Irigaray, they are rendered 'untouchable' through the layen. De Laurens 

addiaonaiiy argues that, to achieve an accurate rendering of the female within any male-cenued 

representauon, there must be an exploration of the "space not represented yet implied" (26). 

Ondaa je  gesmres toward diis space in his work, but does not, in the end, depart from a 

masculine focus to fully explore a specifically femaie 'space' in order to achieve a 'complete' 

rendering of the female. His female characters are trapped in a male discourse that is, in spite of 

his willingness to analyse and critique it, incapable of representing the female completely. 



Male Chaos and the 'Blurred' Female 

in The CoIIected W& Of Billy The Rid 



Most of the aitical work dealing with the representation of female characters in Tbe 

CoAerted Wororkr ofBi4 the Kid has tended to focus on the female in cornpanson to the male - on 

how, more specificaiiy, fernale characters in the text react to BiUy and aid in d e k g  and/or 

deconstructing the various rnyths of his Me. This branch of aiucal inq- seems to be 

characterized best by Larraine York's contention that Ondaa je's female characters offer 

passive contrasts to the active male figure/s (77). In The CoLected Workir, ssuch an argument does 

have some justification. However, as 1 want to argue, once one departs fiom an examination of 

representation to one of consmicaon, one begins to see Ondaaje's authorid interrogation of 

his own Bgurations. He undemiines, for esample, both the typical codifications of the femlune 

through his deplopent  of a posrmodem parody of typical Western' representations of gender. 

His sqle of narrative aiso, as 1 ïcdl illustrate, challenges any conventional notion of 'midi' 

through the use of multiple and often conflicting sources. While The Colected Workr is 

Ondaa je's least gender-conscious ficrional tesq then, it nevertheless reflects an interest in and 

an awareness of the issues of gender, and pamcdarly in chose conceming male mastery and 

owners hip, conventional versions and gender-inflected 

Teresa De Lauretis suggescs that, in any examination or deconsmicrion of a tex5 

gender "must be accounted for. It must be understood not as a 'biological' difference that lies 

before or beyond signification, nor as a culturdy consmcted object of masculine desire, but as 

semiotic difference" (48). Gender is, in other words, rendered dirough semiotic consmction. 

The Colhcfed Worh O f B i .  th  Kid, although loosely based on the so-called 'facrs' of William 

Bomey's iife and death, is a conscnict in which characters act according to the gendered codes 

created by Ondaa je, and not evdusively according to biological or social deonitions of gender 
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difference. And yet aiücs conlinue to elaborate on the 'dear' distinctions benveen males and 

fernales in Ondaatje's works, assuMng a mode1 that poses the male as dominant and active and 

the female as subordliate and reactive. Judith Owens, for example, maintains that S&-e 

Chisum and Angela Dickinson function exclusively in terms of their respective relatîonships 

with Billy; they merely iilusnate Bïily's "suong desire for order" (1 17). According to Owens, 

Angela generdy fdireatens' this need for order, and Safie offers "the ùnmutability Billy needs" 

(1 X,l3O). Christian Bok like Owens, views female anïstry only as it relates to that of 

Ondaatje's male protagonists: "Women as artists in fact do not appear to figue largely in 

Ondaatje's aesthetic vision; instead, women appear to represent the passive victims of male 

voladiy" (1 16). i W e  it is m e  that Ondaa je's representaaon of gender in The Colhted Worh 

does not elaborate on or M£il the potential for female artistic creation, there are nonetheless 

crucial aspects of the female characters' functions in the text that cannot be accommodated 

within a simple opposiaon between masculine aggressivi- versus female passivity. 

Saliïe Chisum seems, for example, to be domestic and 'housed', standing in opposition 

to Biiiy as the travelling outlaw. York describes her as "[moving] about the house from 11 a-m. 

u n d  3 p.m., doing the jobs that her husband, John, has lefc on a List for her" (87-88); and when 

York examines Ondaatje's tesnial description of Sallie's "large bones somehow t a h g  on the 

quiemess of the house" (33), she condudes that Salie's "bodily house is housed, and both legal 

and domestic writing decree thac both houses belong to her husband" (York, 88). York is 

arguing here that Ondaa j e  ofien rises the house as a metaphor for male ownership of women, 

and that with Sallie, there is Little authonal questioning of that ownership, since Saiiie remains 

quiedy bound to the house, "caring for Bdy ... and c a q k g  out deiicate domestic ceremonies" 

(88) - 
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While York's insight that Ondaa je has a tendency to 'house' or 'contain' his femaie 

characters is compehg, 1 would scill question whether this containment serves exdusiveiy to 

posit symbolic ownership. Ondaa je, in f a q  repeatedlp questions his own authod power to 

assume any ownership of the female characters in his tcsn preüsely through an examination of 

containment First of ali, it is not dear that Sallie is John's wife; and secondly, it is unclear 

whether Sallie mily 'belongs' to anybody. Sailie a d y  seems less John's wife than his sister or 

fernale relative. She rernains, for e-xampk, Miss S d e  Chisurn or Sallie in every reference to her, 

und the narrator points out that she wiU "mater" (presumably afier t e h g  her stones to the 

narrator) become "A4r. Roberts" (30, emphasis mine). That she remains Miir Sallie Chisurn 

throughout the tex5 Wie Miss Angela Dickinson, who also remains unmanied, dearlp indicates 

that she is unrnarried - at least at the time of t e h g  her stones to the narrator, and most likely 

during the tune of her interaction with BiUy. 

Her unrnamied status does no5 of course, necessdy indicate that she is any more 

aggressive or any freer to act ùidependentiy within the text's male-centred society. It does, 

however, support the argument that Ondaatje's representation of Sailïe reflects many of the 

same cornplesities and contradictions as do the author's representations of male characters. 

Ondaatje ceRainly inuoduces the possibiliq that the Chisum house is seen ar belonging to John, 

in the passage where the narrator (either Billy or Par Garretc) recalls the stoq of Livingstone 

and his breeding of mad dogs. The narrator refen here, for esample, to "this midnight at John 

Chisum's" and to "John's dock [bangingl away in the Iÿtchen" (59) ). Yet Ondaa je's narrative 

sarategy throughout the text is one in which one character's perspective appears to be the auth 

und  it is called into question by another's character's very different mth. Thus, John's 

apparent ownership of the house is aleady undemiined by a previous section that relates Miss 
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Sallie Chisurn's recollections of "fionaer days," introduang her italicized reminiscences with 

the üde "On Her House" (30, emphasis mine). If Ondaatje acmally destabilizes the idea of 

ownenhip as gender inflected, then, it is interesting that &tics Wce York and Bok are so quick 

to establish a conventional stability. 

It is aiso interesMg to note that such criûcs equally insist on the conventional passivic)- 

of females in this tevt when a character such as h g e l a  D. so aggressively occupies one of the 

two main female roles. In facq Angela's sevual aggression, combined with her large size and 

appetites, potentidy poses a threat to the smder and often sevually femirked Billy. As Judith 

Owens 

Owens 

sugges ts: 

Billy's extreme physical passivity forms a contrast to the violence of hgie ' s  
movements, in a way that reverses aaditional notions of male and female 
sexual roles. Billy, we suspecG fears emasculation by Angie, feels that she has 
usurped his -- the male's - role. (125) 

refers here to the passage in which Billy describes Angela's "dl gawb body" as 

"spitting elecnic": "her body nearly breakhg off my hgers  / pivoting like machlies in Enal 

speed" (16). In the sarne passage, Biily is presented as descnbing his own 

bands cracked in love juice 
hgers paralysed by it aduiac 
these beautifd fingers 1 couldnt move 
faster than a czippled witch now. (1 6) 

Such actions would, arguably, be threatening to the hger-conscious Bay, who is described by 

Pat Garrett as "never [usingl his lefi hand for anydilig except of course to shoot" and who did 

"hger  exeruses subconsciouslÿ, on the average 12 hours a day" (43). And Owens reads the 

scene as one of threa~ contending that "Billy in part images himself as female" u-hich "points 

to his feeling of helplessness in the face of Angie's onslaught" (125). However, Ondaatje does 

not suggest that Billy associates femaieness with helplessness; instead he admires Angela for 
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her conuol and agiliv. She is, for example, desmbed by Billy as balancing on edges: "her leg 

dangllig off the r d  she sits on, Angda D, the long leg about a foot ro my lefi swaying, the heel 

tapping the wooden rad" (67). Admiàngly, he wonders later "how she c m  balance on the rail" 

(67-G8), and goes on to describe her trapeze-like posiâons during sex in the night, as "slowly 

and carefuily she lifts her legs higher and hangs them on tight to my shodders like dothespins" 

(68) - just as he has eariier desmbed her "toppling slow back to the pillow" (21) and as having 

foided on the sheet 
tapping away at her knees 
lems back waving feet at me 
catchhg me f i e  a butted-ny (25). 

Rather than signifying fernale helplessness, these passages d e d y  reflect femaleness, at least in 

terms of the sexual body, as controlled and in conuol. 

The textual association of Angela with 'edges' also presents an i n t e r e s ~ g  parallel 

between her character and chat of Billy. As Dennis Cooley points out, Biup is frequendy 

"s&g w d y  ac the edge, constandy on edge. In every way an outiaw, he tries, ac Bmes 

distends and transgresses, bounda.ries. More often, he fears to cross the h e s ,  hopes to defend 

his hard-held borders against ali trespassers" (212). Centering his analysis around a passage in 

which Biiiy describes hïmself "on the edge of the cold dark / watching the white landscape in 

its frame" (74) - as "here on the edge of sun / that would ignite me" (74) -- Cooiey argues that 

"Billyfs marginal situation is here represented by the doonvay he sits watching, in a posiuon he 

assumes throughout much of the book. That doonvay provides hirn with a fiame for the white 

landscape buming outside, a rigid framework which sharply defines that outer space" (212). 

If Cooley insists that BiUy is characterized by his intense focus on edges, Smaro 

Karnboureli insists that Angela is represented by edges: Angela "is a woman of edges ... the 
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edges of earth formations, the bordedine marking Iow and high, warm and cold, the difference 

of elemena. Edges are what Angela D. and Billy prirnady share" (194). For Kamboureli, one 

of chose edges is that berneen iife and death; and in her reading of the scene in which Angela 

leans against the door, then walks "slow to the window" to let in the "bent oblong o f  sun" 

which "hoisü icself across the room" (21), Karnboureli sees her as "the angel of Death," 

admlustering Billy's death rites. 

V W e  Kamboureli argues, quite righdy, that kom "Billy's vantage point, borders cease 

to mean, to demarcate difference" (191), 1 want to suggest that from the reader's vantage point., 

the borders or edges of gender are made equaiiy problematic. Both Angela and Billy 'live on 

the edge' of soue% Bay lives as a violent outlaw, while Angela m y  be viewed as a h d  of 

s e m a i  oudaw. She is a prostitue, who is suppose* engaged ro be rnarried to Billy (thus 

transgressing the boudaries of both roles), who also defies the 'des '  of souet). by being the 

fïrst woman to reportedly shave her legs, and who is represented as rejecting the role of passive 

female to her agressive male counterpart. Her very similariy to Bay draws our attention to 

the bordes that Ondaa je  represents as ambiguous - those benveen masculinig and 

fernininit).. In an interview with Catherine Bush, Ondaatje observes that he is drawn to figures, 

like Biily, "who court danger, who live on the edge somehow" (241). And Angela too is just 

such a figure, given Ondaatje's abundant attention to her dangerousness, which preoccupies 

both Bdiy and Pat G a n e n  No mere female prop, Angela lives on a double "edge somehow" - 

on both the edge of this constructed society and on the outside edge of the hyper-masculine 

society that is already posited texrually as the dangerous edge. 

In Tbe Cof'cted Work the female is ofien presented as an outsider or foreigner to the 

rule of male violence- Even in the graveyard at Boot Hill, she is a foreign species: "In Boot Hill 
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there are only two graves that belong to women and they are the only known suicides in that 

graveyard" (9)). Ondaa je  is careful, however, not to identi$ the femde as consistendy and 

unproblernatically opposed to the male; even in the Boot Hill ceference, he points out that the 

two wornen are the only k7own suicides, implying that the men dead among them may have 

committed suiade in a less detecable manner. In the case of Angela, simil*, we see t h a ~  

although she expresses a seemulgly ferninine tenor in response to BÏlly's calculated and calm 

killing of Sallie's snalie-poisoned cat (according to Pat Garrett), she also urges Bi.& to "kill him 

Bomey kill him" aker she is shot in the wrist by one of Bay's enemies (4566). In the htter 

passage, Angela enters the world of violence passionately afier becoming a victim of it In the 

sarne way, the author offers her reaction to violence as a "motive" for Bay's violence, in the 

passage where BiUy wimesses the murder of his 6iend Tunstall (54).= It may be, in facq chat 

Angela reahes in Bay's shooting of the ca5 Fems, that she is aiready a pan of this violent 

world by Wrue of her attachment to Bay; such sobeeing knowledge thus provides an 

ex+nation for the "simply temfiedl' (45) expression on her face that Garret descnbes. 

Although women may be outsiders to this world, then, it would seem that the borders 

beween women and men, in terms of gendered absolutes, are somewhat permeable. hgela's 

consmcted role as a h d  of femde oudaw weaves dong the same semiotic path as Billyls 

consmcted outlaw role. Sirniluly, Ondaa je's Sallie reflects and in some cases replicares Bdly 

and Pat. Although Sallie does appear to be presented as a kind of 'ministering angel' of the 

Chisurn house, or as a "matemal" figure who, as Cooley puts ir, "nurses Bay and other broken 

creatures back to life" (232), Sallie and BU): like Angela and Billy, are not quite as opposite as 

they may secrn. 

Billy's legend prodaims him wild - a violent outiaw who has lded  man'. BUS as even 
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the back jacket of the book dedares, "Billy epitomized the dual nature of his cime and place; he 

was a lover as well as a Mler, as shy and gende as he was viuous." Although Ondaaje 

repeatedly and blatandy inrenogates the myths surrounding Billy, he equaUy questions and 

challenges, if more impiiady, the myth of female domestiàc): Billy Mght crave, for example, 

the domesticiq that Sallie represents to him, but Sallie counterbalances that craving uith her 

oun desire for the wild freedom that Billy represents to her. 

It  is Billy who conveys, dirough his recolIections, a reverence for the domesàc r o u ~ e s  

of Sallie Chisum. Such reverence may be seen in his carefd and meticdous mental account of 

her chores and actions uiithin the house as he and Angela approach the ranch (32-33). It is also 

Billy who expresses a profoundly disturbing "pain of change" when the routines and habits of 

the domestic life on the ranch are forced to alter (68). That there are IWO additiond vîsiton 

inmiding on a typical evenlig ar the ranch, for esample, bodiers Billy profoundly, as he reveals 

in his pained but nostalgie description of an evening of excessive drkkhg spenc with Pat 

Garretr, Angela D., Sallie, and John at rhe Chisum ranch: "The thing here is to esplain the 

difference of this evening . . . [tlhat in fact the Chisurn verandah is crowded" (67). IC is not, he 

explains, that the verandah is small - it "codd of course hold a hundred more, but thac John 

and Sallie and 1 have been used to other distances, thac we have talked slowly thsough nights 

expectlig the long silences and we have taken our h e  dYnking the replies" (67). 

BUyfs c a r e u  recollections here of how things "usudy" were, or "used to" be (69, 

when set in contrast with diis evening of "awLwadness" pl), dearly reveal what he himself 

refers to as a "pain of change" (68) - a sense that all of the details of life on the ranch, which 

he has so lovïngly depicted as somehow imrnutable, have somehow altered widi the 

introduction of nvo 'foreigners' to the domestic environment. It is signîficant also thar these 
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two foreigners are both involved in tearjng BiJly away from this known domestic world of 

routines: Angela, in forcing a distance between Biliy and Sally, and Pat Garrett, in en forcing the 

wishes of "catde politicians like Chisum" who wanted cade nistlers like Bay our of town O. 

As Stephen Scobie puts it, the w o  of h e m  may represent the "elements of disnxption" or the 

"one altered move"' which upset the harmony and cornfortable domesticity of BUy's life wïth 

the Chisurns (200). Critics such as Owens and York have dso noted thaq in contrast to BUfs 

'domestic desires,' SaUe's desires are for the wildemess that Billy represents to her. York, for 

example, comrnents that "Sallie, like Billy, longs for wildemess" (88) - she demands annually 

"of John that she be given a pet of some strange exotic breed" (Coikrted 36). For all that Sallie 

seems to long for evidence of an outside world fIom which she is essentially cut of5 Ondaa je  

underscores this apparent longing with Salliets own objection to iiç she daims that the "house 

was full of people d the r ime / the ranch was a litde world in itself / 1 couldn't have been 

lonesome if 1 had me# (30), implying that she would persondy reject the assurnption that she 

was unhappy, bored or dissatisfied with her Life on the ranch. Ondaaje also suggesa, through 

the cuaously paralle1 references to Pat Garrett's penchant for "exoùc" birds (88), diat Sallie's 

need for "strange exotic" pets in this hdscape  is not unique to her. 

Pat Garreg for example, is descnbed (presumably by Bay) as receiving frozen birds, 

"huge exotic things," in crates delivered on the train, which he dien unpacks and examines +ch 

"great care" (88). This deliberate importation of the 'exotic' clearly echoes Sallie's detennined 

importation of animais (although in her case, they are aiive); the basset, Henry, is "irnported 

from England by ship, chen train, then Sallie had mer the train and brought it the last sevenn 

miles in a coach" (59). Garrett's interest in such animais is obviously different fkom Sallie's, 

since he receives h e m  fiozen and delights in the pdection of their lifdess foms: his seagd, 
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for example, is descrîbed as "beautifully spread in the ice, not a feather out of piace, i o  daws 

extended and brittle Eeom the fkeezing" (88). For SaJlie, the animals seem significant because 

they are strange, broken or wounded, because they have become "exoac by their breakingr' 

(36). Hemy, the basse& is described as the "[s]uangest looking thkg," as deliberately 'broken' in 

breeding by "fat noblemen" who intentionally created "the slowest kùid of hound they could 

thuik of' (59). The ouo owls, iikewise, which Billp rnisrakes for one vast bird, are eadi blind in 

one eye (37), and the collection of birds in the Chisum's cages are described as "wild and 

broken anîmals" (36). BUy and Pat are also 'broken animals', for they appear first wounded and 

are, like "ever); animal that came within a certain radius of that house ...@va a welcome" (36). 

Sallie, then, might be seen as coilecting these anirnals out of a sense of compassion - and 

perhaps empathy, since she is also presented in the texr as direct$ and metonym.icdy M e d  to 

these broken birds. Sailje is described, for =ample, as resembluig a "pelican or some fat bird" 

when her legs are curled under the skirt of her dress (GT), and her face when waking is 

imagined bg Billy as "biind as a bird in the dark" (32). Lilce the owls, though, Sallie can see in 

the dark Bdly observes on the Chïsurn verandah with Angela that "ho 1 cant see Saiiie's eyes 1 

think she must be watching us" (68). 

Safie is furdier comected to her caged bkds by Bay, who sees Sallie fÏom a distance 

duough the mediation of a window frame - Like the mediation of the "crïss crossed fence" 

becween hïm and the birds. The house she uavels through is "stuffed uith yeilow wet light" - 

the sarne yellow of the owls' eyes and of the moon, which is described eiseurhere as a "frozen 

bird's eye" (26). Like the birds, Sallie chooses to remain in her domestic conhes, despite being 

'fkee' to escape; even in the "day thne when they were let out.. [they] tended to stay uidiin the 

shade of their cages anywayl' (36). The birds' fieedom is of course iimited bp the desert 
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surroundhg the ranch - which has kilied "three quarten of those that med to cross it" (36) - 

just as Sallie's freedom is lunited metaphoricaily by the desert of oppomuiiv around her. 

In The Colhcted Workr, the female is always potentially caged by the social consuucts 

Ondaatje represenrs. And he accentuates that caging by ensuring that die female characters' 

thoughts and perspectives are always mediated, be it through Pa5 Biliy, or Ondaale, who h d s  

the reminiscences of Sallie in Walter Noble Burns' book The Saga $Bi& the a d  and records 

them in his own 'coUecuon'. This mediation is of criticai irnporrance to any evaminaüon of 

gender in the text. Sallie's voice and the voice of Paulita bfaxweil o d y  appear as 'quoted' fiom 

the Noble BLLMS test, 6ltered hrst through Noble Burns, and then through Ondaatje as 

narrator. Simiiarly, the story of hlarguenta appears in the text afcer being taken from the comïc 

book Ùted Li the book's credits (3). Angela only speaks through the accounts of Billy and Pat 

Whereas both Billy and Pat appear through the single £ilter of the narracor, then, d of the 

voices of female characters are mediated dirough a double a t e r  h s t  through the male 

narrator, and then through a male character or reference. 

In a Iater poem, published in The C ' n o m  Peeler, Ondaatje seems to be q i n g  to 

proxlde Saliie widi the voice she is not given in The Co/'cted Wor..  In "Sallie Chisum/Last 

IVords on Billy the Kid," wricten from Sahe's perspective, the tone is angq and perhaps even 

bitter about the loss of Billy, and about what he has lefi behind afier his death. Sallie imagines 

BiUy - "His body the shadow of the only aee on the property" - as sd presenh yet as 

painfbliy absent from her daily activities: 



Where have you been I ask 
Where have you been he replies 

1 have been into every room about 300 &es 
since p u  were here 
1 have walked about 60 miles in this house 
Where have you been 1 ask (70) 

We can hear Sallie's resenanent at her corhement  here, as we c m o t  in the text of The 

Colhded Work itself. Implied also is her anger ac Billy, who is able to escape through death the 

painfd, numbing details of srnival. At the end of the poem it is Sallie who has the 'last word' 

on Biüy die Kid, smoking the cigarette that Biu). has taught her to "hold" and "want," 

describing her vision of Bay as a 'reversible rnirror' u-hich "you can pivot round and see 

1 am leaning against the bed rail 
1 have hished my cigarette 
now I cannot find the ashnay. 
1 put it out, squash it 
against the window 
where the moon is. 
In his stupid eyes. (71). 

The poem has the effect of demystifiklg the Sallie we have seen only through the 'mirrors' of 

Billy and Pat Garrett in The Cole& Worh. It dso quite dearly addresses the absence of the 

unmediated female voice in The CoL+cted Work, reveaiing the anger, loneliness, and humanit). of 

the female that the eariier text does not pomay. The poem ulcimately suggests a rethinkng 

about such absence within the tevt of The Colked Worh and ïnaoduces the possibility that 

Ondaarje might reconsider such an absence of female perspective in Future works. 

According to De Laurens, men and women iive in a language that desuibes hem, and 

by descnbuig, creates them (5). Ondaa je's esmbiishment of a double narrative filter for the 

fernale characters actuaily ernphasizes the m m e r  in which he and his male characters create 
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Angela and Sallie through their descriptions. Indeed, The ColIerted Works thematizes the act of 

desaiption so overtiy that Billy's angel/whore descriptions of Sailie and Angela ultimateiy seem 

Wce conjwing acts. Preuseiy because Ondaaje allows us to witness the process whereby the 

ferninine is created dong ver). conventional lines, he equally aiiows us the margin in which to 

criaque gender codifications - and specîficdy those codificaaons that emerge from and build 

on a fully recognizable mythology." 

In his hrst account of the amvines within the Chisum house, which he gives when he 

approaches it with Angela, Biily deariy mythologizes SaUe as a kind of angel. Although he 

origindy sees Sailie "in probably her long brown and yellow dress, the ribbon domn her front 

to die with pale blue bunons, a f d  on either side of her neck dong her shoulders" (32), 

later in the same passage he rehes  her image: to hirn she Iooks "Like a ghost across the room 

moving in white dresses ... Yes. In whire long dresses in the dark house" (33). It is as if he is 

here fixing the right image of Sallie into his mind, disregarding any more accurate details in 

favour of dis angelic picnire. This preferred image becomes more concrete as the eext 

c o n b s  and emphasizes her nightgown, which is "always pUow or white" (67). The carefdy 

observant Pat Garren, on the other hand, rnakes no mention at any h e  of this ghosdy detail 

in his descriptions of Sallie. Bay dso describes Sallie at one point dirough the haze of his 

dninkemess, as they wait outside the bathroom to throw up: 

At one point Angela was in the can and Sallie and 1 stood in the hall, leaning 
against the w d ,  eyes half closed, she in a nightgown of white wirh silver 
flowerj on it and a bow of grey a&g down to her stornach. The haii also 
grey as nobody wants the light on ... and Sallie's even put her hair over her face 
for more shade. And in my blur she looks lovely there, her body agalist the 
cold Stone wall, leaning there, her arms folded, the wrist snuggled into her 
elbows and her gown down to her white feet scratchkg at each other. (70) 

Ondaa j e  is drawing our attention here to Billy's view of Sallie 'ùirough the blur' of his own 



rnjdunaking. As Dennis Denisoff righdy points out, Ondaa j e  uses rhis sense of blurred vision 

in his representation of the character of Billy to indicate his own limitations as author of the 

tale. Denisoff observes thac 

As the audior of Bay the Kid, Ondaa je initially may be perceived as the 
sovereign of its soual network; but he is, at best, only the tenuous organizer of 
a mutable s o d  state that he does not completely control and to which he does 
not have complete access. Ondaatje implies as much by acknowledging both 
his active and passive roles in the souety of Bay the Kid through references to 
bluned vision (5,64, 73) and limited perception (46,68). (58) 

Wth these astute observations in min& then, 1 wodd suggest that Biily's mythmaking of 

females within the text - his participation in their double mediation - may weil rnirror 

Ondaaje's own reluctance to approach the fernale directiy; and yeb as 1 have also pointed out, 

Ondaaje does offer us the critical tools with which to question the accuracy of Biliy's vision. 

If Sallie is angelic for Bay, then Angela Dickinson is mythologized dirough a 

sexualized laquage shat emphasizes her role as a prosatute. Yet, she is less a fleshly woman 

than something snangely inhuman, or men machine-like. In the &SC accounc of their 

lovemaking, Billp focuses on her hair, which 'shatters' the piilow; her "tall gawky body spittïng 

electxïc"; her stomach "a hollow where the bright bush jurnps'; and "her body nearly breaking 

off my hgers" (1 6). She is also almost superhumady flexible, contorting herself repeatedly in 

the most awkward-sounding positions: "she hooks in two and covers me / my hand locked" 

(1 6); and then later, 

showing me her thighs 
look Billy look at this 
she folded on the sheet 
tapping away at her knees 
leans back waving feet at me 
catchhg me like a bunedy 
in the shaved legs of her Tucson roorn. (25) 
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As Owens points ou5 there is a diffaence benveen Billy's k s t  description of his encounter 

with Angela, and the second, whidi she sees as a fine-med version of the &sh re-wrinen by a 

BiUy who "feels compelled to create order where he cannot h d  itt' (125); the latter version is 

chus Billyls "re-worhg of events in a way which grants him greater control" (127). T'lis re- 

worliing of evena is, indeed, a c e n d  aspect of his mythologKLig process, although Owens' 

emphasis on Billyls need for order may be overstated. It seems more likely that this revision of 

the earliest scene has more to do widi gender than with order. It becomes dear chat, wMe 

Angela D. is an aggressive female sexually, she is nor necessdy more aggressive than Biu). 

himself, who in the k t  scene bites "into her side," lealkg "a string of teeth marks" (16) that 

are ninously reminiscent of BiUy's "blood necklace" (6) at the beginning of the coliectiori. The 

second poem about Angela is purged of references to Biiiy's own 'sexual aggressiveness' or 

violence, so diat Angela is pomayed as the aggcessor and Biliy the victim. 

Later in the test, we also see Bay  p r o t e s ~ g  Angela's acrobaties in the Chisum 

bathroom - before taking advantage of rhe precaiousness of Angela's position: 

Youre cou heavy for this 1 dJnlS and we move careM to the floor, she leanïng 
back iike Ember, lifts her legs to take clothes off and I grab the sI ï i r t  and p d  it 
over her head. Let me out Billy. Out Billy. Quiet she's nest door. No! 1 know 
you BUy you! Youre fucking her. No Angie, no, 1 Say, honesc Angie you got 
too much, and enter her like a whale with a hat on, my drowning woman my 
lady who drowns, and take mlT hat off. (68) 

The violence of Bay 'grabbing' the s k  and napping Angela would seem to be a reaction, 

based on earlier passages, to the Angela who is described as 'catching' hirn 'like a bunerfly' and 

as 'coveringl hirn (25, 16) - even though BiUy is dearly not helpless in terms of 'defending 

himself. The interaction between Billy and Angela in this bathroom scene is a continual banle 

of 'yes' and 'no' - a battle of wills which BîJly seems ro win by rendering Angela faceless, just as 
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important here, because it in~oduces the possibility that Billy can only deal with females by 

constnic8ng them in a way that suits his needs - by mythologiring them into highly 

conventional types, or betrer, by mythologizing them piece by piece. In his "song about die 

lady Miss A D," for exarnple, Billy provides a series of metaphors and s i d e s  r e l a ~ g  to 

Angela's body parts: "hfiss Angela D has a mouth like a bee"; "ber teeth are a cunnei / her eyes 

need a boat / Her mouth is an outlaw ... Her dicoac is a kitchen", and so on (64). Thar Billy's 

desuipeon again represents his iunited perception and asserts his limitations as a trusnuorthy 

narrator is c o n h e d  with his disdaimer near die beginning of the song "Miss Angela 

Dickinson / blurred in the dark" (64). 

Ondaa je's representation of Angela is problematic, of course, for ia unwillingness to 

posit the whole woman. However, Ondaa je's distancing of his authorial self kom the textual 

representaüon of females, and his placing of that responsibiliry on such weliable narrators as 

Billp, serve to highlight the fact that the rnj.diic q'pecasàng of women is entïrdy Biuy's. And he 

is, in mm, caughc up in his own typecasting of western 'Erontier1 masculini~. Ondaaje ueats 

these gender-inflected consmicts so excessively thac they ulhately senTe as parodies of 

themselves. Angela's representation as a whore and Sallie's as an angelic saviour, thus both 

form part of Bay's 'masculine' mythmaking p r o j e c ~ ~  As George Elliott Clarke argues, The 

Colhcted Work ofBi/ '  the Kid is a "story about the murderous consequences of rnis- 

charactebation and the tendency of facts to mean different -- and even dangerous - things to 

different people" (5). 7ùirhile Clarke is discussing Ondaa je's mythologizing of Billy and Pat 

Garrett, that mythologizing quite deady extends to his fernale characters. The ' facts' about the 

lives of both Sallie and Angela mean very different things to the characters in Tbe Collened 
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Workr and, suice we are not pnvy to any confkmation or refuraüon of such facts from the 

femaie characters themsehes, the fa- - and the characters themselves - must remain forever 

'blurred'. 



Creating the Ideal Mirror: 
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In Coming Thmugh Shughtw, a beauüfiilly written ficuonalization of the life of jazz 

musician Charles 'Buddy' Bolden, Midiael Ondaa j e  again approaches the task of representing 

a man's Me, based pady on historical data and pvtly on his own imaginative creation. \Vi,Within 

the text, Ondaa je  acknowledges his fascination with the character of Bolden as stemming 

fiom a phrase read in a newspaper: "There was the sentence, 'Buddy Bolden who became a 

legend when he went berserk in a parade"' (234). He then goes on to acknowledge his penond 

identification with b o t .  the subjea o f  the sentence and the text itseE ' m a t  was there in chat, 

before 1 knew your nation your co lou  your age, thac made me push my ami forward and spill 

it through the fiont of your rnirror and dutch mpself?" (134). His representation of Bolden, 

then, is also self-representation. Such an interplay benveen writer and subject, with the 

boundaries between them so ofien blurred, relegates other characters in the text to outsiders' 

roles, as the subjecc/author seeks to creace hîmself through art, and to negotiate a safe passage 

chrough the public selves that are created and perceived in the process. Ondaatje dows  the 

text to reveal Bolden's own creation of 'others,' of female characters that live in, and yet 

trespass the boundaries of their roles as wives, mochers, and prosututes. They are p r i m d y  
- - - - - -  - - - -  - - - - -  - - - -  - - - -  - - - - -  - - - -  

sexual creaniles, and we are meant to xlew Bolden's own process of creaElig the women he 

becomes involved with as his others - as minors in which to see himself reflected and 

expressed. As rnirrors, however, they resist inausion, intedering with anjr of his attempts m 

reach through and h d  himself. Gender becomes a boundary in this texg onc that possesses 

the promise of being effaced, yet proves ultimateiy to be solid. 

As they are in The Coh'ected Worh o fB i / ,  the Kid, women in Coming Thrvtlgb Shtlghter are 

represented through the double mediauon of the author and the male character. They thus 

become the female 'other' to the male author, being consisrendy presented ùirough the eyes of 
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male characters with whom the author identifies. Ondaa j e  explores the boundaries benxreen 

characters' gendered roles by having his male protagonist probe and challenge the bounds of 

gendered identiv between hunself and die two main female characters, Nora Bass and Robin 

Brewitr And Ondaa je plays wïth the idea of the performauvio; of gender, ref-g again 

the coïncidence of authorial ownenhip of character and male ownenhip of the female.' 

Wifried Siemerling articulately outlines the process by which Ondaa je  as author 

submerges himseifin the real and fic6onal character of Buddy Bolden. Refening to the dolphin 

sonographs that open the book as a central metaphor for chis process, he argues dia& We the 

sonographs, "Ondaatje's w r i ~ g  projects an imperceptible simultaneicy into the sequence of 

w r i ~ g ,  and ont0 the space of a page - the limit of the perceptuai moment in which the self 

goes through the window of the other, breaks dvough the mirror-image of the self, and loses 

(se&) consuousness" (121). Siemerling refers here to the moments in the tex in which 

Ondaa je's authorial persona inaudes self-consciously into the consuuc8on of Buddy Bolden, 

presenting irself as literally a mîrror image: 

The phatograph moves and becomes a rnirror. When 1 read he stood in front of 
mirrors and attacked Iiimself, there was the shock of memory. For 1 had done that. 
Stood, and with a razor-blade cut into his cheeks and forehead, shaved hair. De&g 
peopk we did not wish to be." (133) 

While Siemerhg's project is to demonsaate the ways in which Ondaa je probes "the 

precarious balance ... between the perceiving, writing subjectivity and its created other" (106), he 

nevertheiess paves the way for an examination of Ondaa je's construction of gender, for he 

probes the balance berneen male subjectivity and i n  created female other. 

Indeed, the evidence that Ondaa je is e x p l o ~ g  what he perceives to be the 

oppositional and forces of the sexes, and the thin yet drawn between 



them, is extensive in Coming Tbmugb Jbughter. It is inadequate, in other words, to view the 

&or as only f i m g  the relationship becween the authonal self and consoructed other, since 

the mirror equally figures the relationship between the protagonist's self and the femde other - 

Buddy Bolden, in effec~ only perceives his seiiood as it is rnirrored or reflected in everyone 

hom the '@an' to Nora and Robin. 

Critics me Alice Van Wart argue that Nora Bass is the "&ed poinc in Buddy's life," 

that she imposes "on him the order he lacks in his own personal life," though he "resents ... this 

verÿ order" because he "sees it as being antitheacal to his own nature" (12). Yet OndaaGe is 

expliut about the fact that this resentment is directed at both himself and Nom: 

evenmaliy he was completeIy govemed by fears of certaincy. He dismisted it in .one 
but Nora for there it went to the spine, and yet he attacked it again and again in her, 
cmelly, h a ~ g  i~ the sure Ianes of the probable. Breaking chairs and windows glass 
doors in fûry at her certain answers. (15-16) 

Bolden's m s t  in Nora's absolute certainty consamtes a reflection of her that he recognizes and 

needs, but also hates. He responds, chen, by breaking any containlig objects or surfaces 

nearby, as if to bodi uisist on and efface the barriers benrreen hem.' 

As we see in other sections of the tex5 Bolden ciearly tends to attack the things in 

others that are present in him. Siemerling argues that the passage dealing with Bolden's violent 

f q  at Tom Pickett is, for example, spptomaac of thac tendency: "Bolden's c u h g  into 

Pickett's 'beautiWf face attacks not only the lover of his wife, but dso Pickest's narcissisrn - 

d i c h  mirrors Bolden's own" (1 19). Bolden smkes out against the reflective surfaces around 

him, against mirrors, windows, or faces in which he recognizes unacceptable aspects of himself. 

When, as Siernehg suggests, Bolden comprehends chat "his cuckolding of JaetLi Breuitt 

inverts the situation benveen Nora, Picken, and hirnseif' (1 l9), he equally distances himself 
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fiom that comprehension. He registers that Nora is a Mrror-hke force, but he quickly 

constnicts boundaries to separate hirnself &om such knowledge, leamlig "all he codd" about 

Nora and "questionhg her long into the njght about her past" (1 5) in order to a& the 

differences between them. Ultimacely, however, Bolden gea "losr in the details" and c m  h d  

"no exact focus towards her" (15). Because the barrien cannot be stabilized - cannoc remain in 

focus - Bolden decides to "[draw] her power over hirnself' (1 5) Iike another s& of his own 

identity, a t t e m p ~ g  to assimiiate Nora, as the unknown, into an aspect of himself. Ondaatje 

thus seems to acknowledge the inexplicable 'othemess', yet peculiar reflectiveness, of the 

femaie. 

Ondaa je espliotly thematizes Bolden's efforts to simultaneously distance hirnself fiom 

and assimilate Kora, highiighring Bolden's preoccupations with the habits and routines of his 

life with her as the cenue that gives "his life at this time...a fîne and precise balance" (13). Life 

'at this &eV with Nora involves a "careful dotment of hours": Bolden works at the 

barbenhop from mornings, afier w a h g  his chddren to school, und 4 Pm., sleeping at home 

with Nora fiom 4 und  8 - "che two of them ioving each other when they woke" - and then 

going to play his jazz h o u g h  the night at one of the local stages (12-14). As her surname 

suggests, she is consmcted by both Ondaa j e  and Bolden as a part of the 'bass' line of Bolden's 

Iife - a part of his world of certainries which he wishes, yet is unable, ro reject She is thus 

symbolicdy LLiked to the music of John Robichausr. Bolden "loathed eveq-g he stood for," 

his domination of audiences, his placing of "emotions into patterns which a listening crowd 

had to follow" (93); but he admits one night that he "enjoyed listening to the dear forms," 

aware suddenly of a "mechanistic pleasure," "a trust" in Robichalui's measured, predicrable 

pattems (93). With Nora, Bolden seems to possess a sirnilar trust that she will be what he 
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'knows' her to be, while rernaining aware that he does not want to be 'known' in that way by 

audiences or b y Nora. Even as he contains Nora in the identity he assigns her, Bolden himself 

does no t wish to be categorized or contained by the labels assigned to hirn: "barber, publisher 

of Th Crirket, a cornet player, good husband and father, and an infamous man about town" 

(13). Instead, in his music, he seeks to be ail at once: "all the possible endings at whatever point 

in the music that I had reached then" (94). 

We cari see that Ondaatje creates Nora's character to reflect Bolden's own 

percepuon/consnucuon of her as his wife, according to hîs limited 'knowledge' of her pasr Life 

and her cutrent habits. But just as Webb is so often wrong about his assumed knowledge 

(mistaking, for exarnple, the number of steps at Norals house), so too is Bolden wrong in his 

assurnptions about Nora. Although he thinks he 'knows' her and knows about her other lovers, 

it becomes dear that his supposed knowledge about th is  latter aspect of her life is O+ self- 

seMng; he imagines her extra-marital alfe as only "the cornpeution to surprise each other uith 

lovers" (1 13), as only a reflecrion of his relationship with her. Afier Pickett boasts about his 

relationship with Nora, for example, Bolden doubu the stability of his construcnon of Nora: 

"If Nora had been with Pickett. Had reaily been with Picketc as he said. Had jurnped off 

BoIden's cock and sat d o m  half an hour later on Tom Pickett's mouth on Canal Street. Then 

the certaincies he loathed and needed were liquid at the root" (78). He realizes here that his 

certainr); of her necessarily mirrors her professions of having absolute certainties, her confident 

"certain answers" (16). Instead of remaining a steady bass, then, she suddenly becomes an 

d o g u e  to the songs that Cornish wants to play as written, but which Bolden and other band 

members take and improvise hom. Bolden's "Nora's Song" in fact testi6es to his desire to 

create Nora as reactive to him, as purely his consmiction, for it is al1 about his sexual exploits -- 



his "draggLig his bone over town" over and over, 

and ody  tangentidy about her reactions. He sees 

scene, in terms of himself - as a rnirror image for 

which he needs to recognize himself. 

3 2 
"and then / dragging his bone home" (17) - 

her aimost exdusively, und the barbershop 

hirnseif from which he chides himself, yet in 

In the barbershop scene, when Pickett daims that he has had an affair with Nora, 

Bolden realizes that Nora has aiways had a life of her own which he has not acknowledged: 

"To see her throwing bodes at Pickett in the rain to brush hirn away gave her a life all her own 

which he, Bolden, had nothing to do with. He was aware the scene on the Street induded a 

fight that did not indude him" (78). Such a realization prompts Bolden to refashion Nora as 

the unfaithfùl "bitch" (79). Afier chk ing  to excess, so thac "fury at everyone disintegrated into 

repetition and lies and fanusies," Bolden "dreamt up moming encounters beween Nora and 

the whole band" (78), ultimately c o n s m i c ~ g  new details that he can live within. He is, in 

effect, s e v e ~ g  the "power" that he has drawn "over himself," or better, recognizing that her 

"power" is a skin that does not Br precisely because it cannot be absorbed into his own identir): 

At Sheii Beach, he wishes to escape fiom everyone he has ever 'known' because he realizes that 

he has not known them at all, that he has known ody d e d s  and second-hand accounts of 

lives. And this, indeed, is all we know of Bolden - the fkagrnented accounts of his iife that 

Ondaa je pieces together with fiction. Nora a c d y  gets represented third-hand, plincipdy 

through the accounts given in the text by Bolden and Webb. The introduction of the character 

of Robin Brewitt seems to acknowledge this layered rnediation, in chat she is presented as an 

'otherl whom Bolden beiieves c m  faàlitate the disintegration of che boundaEes between self 

and other, and, by extension, the boundaries of gender. 

When Bolden meeu Robin Brewitt, Ondaa j e  observes that he "nearly fainted" (32); he 
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loses control of his senses, and, perhaps in more romantic ternis, his h e m  The early stages of 

Bolden's relationship with Robin are marked dearly by an ongoing loss of control or, more 

accurately, by the loss of the balance that characterized his life with Nora. Robin seems to 

represent an altemate 'othert for Bolden - a second diance, as it were, for his consmicxing a 

kind of tmth for hirnseif. Robin, too, functions as rnirror-like for Bolden, but with her - unlike 

with Nora - Bolden f iously oies to idenu@ the barriers beween them in order to eiiminate 

them. "Bolden losr himself then," the narrator prodaims about Bofdmls a n i d  in SheU Beach, 

and his m e e ~ g  of Robin Brewitt (32). He is desaibed then as using "bis cornet as jewellery" 

"for the &t time1' afier J a e h  and Robin have gone ro bed, following a long night of Bolden's 

keeping them up, taking, pretending he was hungry so as to keep them feeding him and dose 

by (32-33). He play "die gentlest music he hew"  "for the three of hem" in the cold night air, 

u n d  "his body was frozen and d that was alive and warm were the few inches from where his 

stomach forced the air up through his chest and head into the instrument" (33). 

This passage marks a literd deparnue for Bolden. Plajing to seduce and to awe a s m d  

audience, he experïences his own body slipping auTay fiozen beneath him. This freezing of his 

body is linguistically lïnked to other moments of fieezing in the tevt - those fiequently 

established as eansitions. When Bolden arrives at Norats house, for example, he is greeted by 

Cornish, standing "Mrozenl' at the door, macked by the realization that Bolden is back in town, 

and also by the guilt that Cornish is living with Bolden's wife (108). In another instance, when 

Bolden has to deude whedier to "step on the min or go back to the Brewitts," Ondaatje 

describes hirn as "fiozen" (39)   LI a moment of indecision. SeMotically, both of these incidents 

are linked to the ice in the Joseph Shaving Parlour where Buddy supposedly worked. It was: 



the one cool place in the First and Liberty region. No one else within a mile 
could afford plants, wallpaper. The reason was good business. And the due to 
good business, Joseph knew, was ice. Ice agairist the window so it fogged and 
suggested an exotic curtain against the heat of the Street The ice was placed on 
the wood shelf that sloped downwards towards the window at knee level. The 
ice changed shape all day before your eyes. (47) 

Ice, here and elsewhere in the t e s ,  functions metaphoncally as a banier, a disguise, an ever- 

changing mask - it funcuons, in effecr, as the mirrorr do. Like Bolden's sense of ceaainty, and 

like Ondaa je's pomayal of the mreliabiliq of minors, which leave too much unseen, or out of 

the kame, the ice is 'liquid at root' - dtimately m e i ~ g  into "&y water" coiiected "u?u&g 

pails," then thrown to the plants (47). 

In another early scene with Robin, freezing also figures as a sjmbol of a temporary 

stiiiness that prefaces change. Afier e n t e ~ g  an unidentified room with Robin, Bolden relishes 

the slow details of their uitirnacy: 

the click of the door as she leans against the handle, snapping shut so we are 
dosed in wich each other. The snap of the lock is the last word we speak 
Benveen us the air of the room. f i c k  with past and the ghosts of fiends who 
are in other rooms. She wiil not move away from the door. 1 am s i b g  on the 
edge of the bed looking towards the rnirror. (61) 

The reference to Robin's refusal to move from the door situates her as a Iliking device, even 

though Bolden wishes to see her just in the room, as separate bom those other ghost-filied 

rooms. The sound of the "snap of the lock" prefigures the later "liquid snap" of  orgasm: 

''Breaùiing towards the h a 1  liquid of the body, die liquid snap, tili we slow and slow and 

freeze in this corner. As if thjs is the last entrance of air into the room that was a vacuum that 

is now empty of the other histones" (61-62). It becomes deax as the test progresses chat this 

frozen moment is indeed another temporary cerrainty, like the dosed door, for when VUebb 

arrives "with ail his stories about me and Nora, about Gravier and Phillip Screet, the w d  of 
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w e  bamier glass went up benveen me and Robin" (86). The ghosa, here, have entered the 

room, 

Bolden maintauis, later in the passage, however, that diis "white room" with Robin 

possesses "no history and no paradkg" (86). It is a place d e r e  he " c m  make something 

h o w n  in the shape of d i s  room. Where 1 am the King of Cornerst' (86). He insisa that it 

was "Robin who drained my body of its farne when 1 u7mted to h d  that fear of certainties 1 

had when 1 h s t  began to play, back when 1 was unaware that reputauon made the room 

narrower and nanower, dl you were crawling on o u r  own back, fÛIl of your own echoes, r d  

you were drinking in only your own recyded air'' (86). The white room, like the ice and banier 

glass, offers what Bolden perceives as a dxed point -- as a frozen moment that is almost 

nostaigk before anjdGng actually happens. On their l a s  night rogether, Bolden and Robin 

"tex into each other, as if to wound, as if to h d  the key to eveq-thing before moming. The 

heat incredible, we go out and buy a bag of ice, crack it s m d  in our mouths and spit ir onco 

each other's bodies" (86-87). Bolden realizes, however, that there will be no key to 

understanding -- that this frozen moment d dissolve 

mike the ice melüng in the heat of us. Dripping wet on our chest and breasts 
we approach each other private and selfish and cold in the September 
heatwave. We give each other a performance, the womd of ice. We imagine 
audiences and the audiences are each other again and again in the hiture...We 
follow each other inro the future, as if now, at the last moment we try to 
memorke the face a movement we will never want ro forger. As if everythmg 
in the world is the history of ice. (87) 

Bolden's recognition of audiences and performances gestures back to "Nora's Song," in which 

he posits Nora's reaction to hîs sexuai exploits; and thus the moment is doubly frozen because 

it has already been pre-performed, despite his atternpts at improvisation. 

Although Bolden mes to endose his relationship with Robin in a static 'white room' 
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that shuts out the pash he gradually recognizes that life c o n ~ u e s  outside the &ozen &une - 

he recognizes what Robin has known hom the start. If Bolden has been unwilling to 

acknowledge reality, Robin has insisted on it c o n ~ u d y .  He wants to efface the barriers 

benveen hem, while maintaining the barriers benveen them and the outside worid, but Robin 

never dows  herself - or Bolden - to forget that aii of those barriers exist. Bolden, for 

esample, attempts to assert that nothing has changed for hùnself, Robin and Jaelin, afier his 

affair with Robin has begu .  (58), even though his actions dearly indicate that much has 

changed. The scene in which Bolden throws a jug of millr at Robin in response to her playfïd 

flick of cream on his face serves as yet another 'frozen' transitional moment, as Bolden 

illusmtes his unacknowledged anger at the painhl situation he has found himself enmeshed in, 

leaving Robin "frozen in a hunch she took on as she saw the milk coming at her. Mïk ali over 

her soft lost beautiful brown face" (68). In refushg to acknowledge that an~fthing has altered 

benveen them here, Bolden walks out of the room, leaiing Robin to deal with the 

consequences ofhis possessiveness, and larer urging her to "try and forger it" (68). With 

Robin's refusal, Ondaa j e  highlights Bolden's recuning h y  at containhg devices: 

No I won't forget ih Buddy, but 1 know you're s o q .  
Weil it's just as well it happened. 
Yeah, you'il be better for a few days. But which window are p u  going to break 
next, which chair. (68-69) 

Bolden goes on to ask for silence from her, in an attempt to deny the constraining wds ,  but 

Robin insisu that he accept the reality of the situation: 

Don't talk Robin. 
You expect to corne back and for me to Say nothing? 65th Jaelin here? 
Look you're either Jaelin's wife or my wife. 
I'm Jaelin's wife and I'm in love with you, there's nothing simple. 
Well it should be. 



Bolden's kame contains only the simple world of "should ber' - a wodd in which he cm 

dissolve the barriers beween himself and Robin and keep them distinct from his former life. 

His anger and despair surface in moments when he glimpses the possibility that such barriers 

cannot be effaced without unbearable consequence, or, perhaps more to the point, when he 

registers that Robin's query as to which window and which chair he is "going to break next" 

points to his reenacment of bis iih with Nora. The women in Buddy Bolden's life operate as 

his constructed reflections of himsdf, of what he wants to be. But Ondaa je comrnents 

chroughout Coming Thmugh Jhghter on Bolden's inability to stabilize these reflections, his 

inabilicy to keep them consaained within the £rame of the mirror or of the photograph. 

References to Bellocq's work with photography shed much light on Ondaa je's 

representation of women wichin the text Bellocq has, for example, photographs of Nora d e n  

"before she and Buddy were married" (53), photographs thac Bolden rnay not have seen and 

that therefore lie outside the hame of his experience. They are also outside the kame of our 

experience as readers, since only one of Beliocq's photos of Nora is described - the one that 

presents Nora's "serious face" when she was "five years younger" than at her u;edd.ing (53). 

Bellocq's subsequent destruction of this photograph is significant, in that even this altemate 

view of Nora is destroyed, so that we as readers do not have the opportuniry of interpreting 

Nora's image in any way other than the way that Bolden represents her. Bdocq does not want 

any more "questions" asked by a probing hestigator. And, by extension, Ondaa je insists that 

the &tical reader not probe beyond Bolden's representation - or perhaps that the reader 

question where the difficulties are with any such probing. 

Bellocq's photographs of the Storyville prostinttes, on die other hand, do emst s a ,  so 

that the inquisitive reader may look to the physical 'evidence' for an alternative perspective of 
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Ondaatje's photographic descriptions. Significantly, Ondaatje's descriptions deal chiefly with 

what is outside the fiame of the photograph. In fact, he invites the reader to " mook at the 

picwes. Imagine the mis-shapen man who moved round the roorn, his grace as he SUrivded 

round his mpod, the casual shot of the dresser that holds the photograph of the whore's baby 

that she gave away" (54). This photograph \vithin the photograph, chis imaginative recreaaon 

of the scene and its backdrop, and th is  invocation of aii that is present but not visible, aii 

replicate Ondaa je's narrative technique in Coming Thmugh Siatlghter. And it is therefore no 

surprise that Ondaa je's interest in Bellocq focuses on his intentions and his artisny; Bellocq's 

photographs say more about hïmself than his subjects, for they point to the author's repeated 

emphasis on the possible realities that evist outside the reality that he is creating. With Bellocq's 

photos, Bolden's frozen moments, and, to a point, Ondaa je's fictional representations, there is 

always a gendered somediing that escapes the kame: 

K'hat you see in his picnires is her mind jumping chat far back to when she 
would dare to imagine the h u e ,  parading with love or money on a beautifid 
anonymous doth arrn. Remembering all that as she is phorographed by the 
cripple who is hardly d e r  than his camera stand. Then he paid her, packed, 
and she had lost her grace. The picture is just a figure againsr a wall. (54) 

The woman's thoughts, dreams, and physical grace c m  be capwed temporarily, but to capture 

them is only, findy, to produce a "figure against a wall." Yet, as Ondaa j e  suggests, that wall is 

not permanent. 

'con taining in this test, photographs are repeatediy subject 

desmiction, and the very ephemeral quaiity of the thing that is supposed to capture and freeze 

the moment accentuates the test's emphasis on the fragdic). of constructed boundanes. Beliocq 

desuoys the negatives of Bolden's band and of Nora afier \Vebb cornes searching, because he 

wants "[n]o more questions" (53). Weeping while he does it, he also bums his photographs of 
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the "gypsy feet" prostitutes - women with "[tlhighs swolIen and hair faIIen out and eyelids suff 

and sad and those who had dawed through to the bones on their hips" (1 19). Bdocq equally 

mudates other photographs of the prostitutes: 

Some of the p i m e s  have knife slashes across the bodies. dong the nbs. Some 
of them neatly decapitate the head of the naked body with scratches. These 
esist aiongside the genuine scars mentioned before, the appendix scar and 
others non-surgical. They reffect each other, the eye moves back and forth. The 
cuts add a three-dimensional qualit). to each work. (55) 

Beiiocq's damaging of the pictures replicates Bolden's self-mutilation when he "stood in fiont of 

minors and amcked himself," just as i t  reproduces Ondaa je's own: "For 1 had done that. Stood, 

and widi a razorblade cut inro cheeks and forehead, shaved hair. Dehling people we did not wish 

to be" (133). Preusely because such mutilation is an extension of the smashing of windows, 

mirrors and chairs - because ir involves the smashing of conraining boundaries - it is irrevocably 

h k e d  to gender in this novel, for gender barriers pose, paradoxicdy, the most concrete yer leasr 

stable boundaries in the t e x  And the male impulse co self-disEguring is thus comected to the 

men's complidty in die disf2guring of the women - the "fîgures againsr the wd." 

Ondaaje's description of the "gypsy feet" prostitutes, as "so d e d  diey use the cock in 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

- - - - - - - - - - 

h e m  as a scratcher" (1 18), does more than simply draw attention to the g r b  racial and social 

backdrop of StoryviUe. As Lorraine York points out nghtly, Ondaa j e  offers in his eady 

description of these prostitutes "a straightfonvard recognition and criaque of the 

commodificauon of women's bodies" (81). Within the test, however, York observes that we 

aiso see "the compliciry of the poet with the buyer and user of women" in terms of Bolden's 

role. Bolden, she argues, is implicated in Beiiocq's "projecr of photographing the prostinices in 

that he convinces some of the women to pose," thereby e n a c ~ g  a modd of the "artïst as 

cornpliut cornmodifier of the femaie" (81). And indeed, throughout the tex& Buddy Bolden 
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consuucts women in hîs chosen image. Nora, iike Comish, is made to serve as the "overlooked 

metronome" to his life (1 12), and Robin is made into the doud in the white room, supplying 

the shelter that she c m  not in reality provide. But Ondaa je does no5 ultimately, appear to 

endorse this cornrnodification, or at least, he represents himself as w d  aware of its iirnitations. 

As in The CCieected Workr ofBi4 the E d ,  women in Coniing Thmugb Slazghter are constructed as 

concained, whether by role, as in the case of the Stoqdie  prosututes and of Nora as whore 

and wife, or by physical or imaginative 'frarning', as in the case of Robin. They are contained by 

the images of h e m  that are created by men. However, Ondaaje dearly emphasizes the gaps in 

such consuuctions by p o i n ~ g  to the fiaghty of the constructed boundaries that frame them. 

If Van Wart argues that Ondaa j e  represents the women in the text as shelters for 

Bolden, she aiso points out thar such shelters are desmtctible: 

The women eserase a force over Buddy und the h a 1  cn'sis when he passes 
beond the shelters offered by either Nora or Robin. In the h a 1  parade, he is 
provoked by a g d  fan in the audience who is compositely identified as 'Robin, 
Nora, Crawley's girl's tongue'. (12) 

During that final parade, Bolden's modes of containment disintegrate, so that the shelrers and 

tniths that he has buiit to react against - namely the women - become indisringuïshable from 

one another. The scene thus becomes the culmination of a gradua1 process of disintegration. 

Afier leaving the Brewitt house, for example, Bolden recognizes that Robin has "become 

anonymous as cloud ... Till she has begun to blur Lito Nora and evexybody else" (100). Even 

walls as containers become more and more unreliable - Webb and Bolden are able to "hear 

Robin h o u g h  the wall in the kitchen" (83). And closed doors and windows, too, are opened 

and broken in ~ ~ h i l l a ~ g  moments houghout  the text. 

During the h a 1  parade, ir is no coinudence that Bolden h d s  his ideal audience in an 
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anonjmous 'girl fan', w-ho is "tough and young and come from god knows where. Never seen 

her before but t e s ~ g  me taunàng me to make it past her, old hero, old ego tested against one 

as cold and pure as himself' (130). He knows no details of this giri's life, as he does Nora's. 

Also unlilce Nora, who "had never been a shadow" (1 IO), and who refuses to uack hirn down 

afier he goes missing, d is  girl is his "angr). shadow" "who can throm- b] in the direction and 

the speed she wishes" (130). Udke  Robin, on the other hand, she offers silence; she can and is 

willing to belong to him for this moment, abandoning her male cornpanion to foliow Bolden 

alone. She thus becomes his ideal minor "God diis is what I wanted to play for, if no one else 

1 always guessed there would be this, this rnirror somewhere" (1 30). After m e e ~ g  and playing 

to his ideal mirror, he becomes frozen there, his feend Cornish having to h a l l y  lift "the metai 

fiom the hard kiss of his mouth" (131). Siemerhg views this passage as "a study of an 

increasing mirroring of the self in the other to the point of its limit in identiq-" (128), 

maincaining that here we see the "breakdown of the b o u n d q  benveen the musician's 

irnprovising voice and che pattern against which it h d s  its definition" (129)). But it is important 

CO insisc chat the pattem is agir/ f in - the perfect, anonymoiis fernale mirror in which his "old 

ego" can be reflected in preciseiy the way he desires it to be. 

W%at Bolden desires here, after having been for so long " mocked inside the fiame, 

boiled down in love and anger into dynamo that cannot move except on itself' (1 12), is sirnply 

a way out. The girl fan, then, is the "th-bladed fan" at the barbershop, "turning like a giant 

knife al1 day above Folden's] head. So you can never relax and saetch up" (47). She is the "one 

window with teeth in it" (1 56) that he wouldn't let hirnself trespass with Nora - stopping his 

hand before it crashed through - and that Robin, with her insistence on borders, would not 

d o w  him to pass through. Following, and playing for the girl fan thus amounn to 



Boldeds hand going up into the air " agony. 
His brain driving it up inco the 
path of the ùrding fan (1 36) - 

a movement which "happens forever and ever in his memory" (136). Like the Stoq~ille 

prostitutes, with whom Bolden is compared throughout the tex& Bolden's brain "has a rnamess 

suapped to in  back" (1 191, the cool of his musical fame becorning the insaurnent that destroys 

al1 he is and has been. In misogpïstic se'rual language, Bolden musicaily actacks "the bitch" 

who he c m  ar last penetrate publiclu, as if snikuig out againsr all women, as he lets the "last 

long squawk..cough and dimb to spear her ail those wardring like a javelin through the brain 

and down inro the stomach" (131). His metaphonc entrance into her is h d y ,  however, a 

shattexïng of che illusion of an>. mie unit)., for when the javelin hits, it is he who can "feel the 

blood that is real ... flooding past F s ]  h e m  in a mad parade" (131). This, we are told, is "whar 

fie] wanted" (131): to capture, however bDefly, and however inadequately, 4 he heas wished to 

be in his own created image of the other, and then to smash i~ aansfomiing the minor to the 

"one windou- Msh teeth in it" which he can pass through inro his own oblivion. 

\'C1ù1e Bolden may mumph in his discoveq of the ultimate "girl" fan - and again 1 

would argue that Ondaatje is deliberate in his emphasis ofgirl as opposed to woman or female - 

- Ondaa j e  seems to question that mumph, s u g g e s ~ g  that Bolden's perfea mirror, Wre the 

ocher female figures in the tesq is only h e d  temporarilp and is always akeady escaping 

cons&t. The entire idea of "certain$ as doomed to be proven unstable does, afier dl, 

underpin the test as a whole. Bolden's certain- ac the parade, then, mith regard to the female as 

mirror, may weIi prove to be " + i d  at the root" But we shodd dso recd  that Ondaa je w&s 

a fine Line here, precisely because he has chosen to implicate himself authondy in Bolden's 
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out of 'personal pieces of faends and 
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Ondaatje has daimed the "heedom to create a Bolden 

fathers' and of himself' (10). Much as he rnight question 

Bolden's discovery of the perfecr mirror, then, Ondaatje ends up parciupating in the ver)- 

establishment of those mirrors, at once pointing to their Listabiiity and metaphoricaliy 

t h row~g  up his hands ar the prospect of r ep resen~g  what escapes the frame - metaphoricaiiy 

or even metafictionaily i n s i s ~ g  on his inabilicy to render a female subjecti~lty that is not 

subject to masculine aeation. Indeed, Bolden's final, violent gesnire towards the young 

unlinown femde subjecs as motivated by Bolden's despair, may suggest that Ondaatje sees the 

b s c  as somewhat culpable in rems of the irresponsible mascullie construction of the female. 

As with The Coifected WorkF ofBi14 the Kid, Coming Thmugh Sfaughter gesmes to somedung other 

than a female "figure against a wall," but Ondaa je neverrheless posits an authonal selfhood 

patently incapable of ever fully representing ir. 



Half-Revealed Creanires in 

In The Sikh OfA Lion 



In I n  the 5kin $0 Lion, Ondaatje sets out to examuie and challenge a series of b m  

oppositions. E x g l o ~ g  the telhg of history as the novel's themauc focus, Ondaa j e  dearly 

privileges the marginal perspectives of figures who have been exduded fÏom represented 

history. With lis emphasis on such marginal perspectives, induding those of women, he thus 

concems himself with his own representations of women, attempting far more expliatly than 

in previous tests to give the female a voice. In analogical ternis, the female is to male in this 

novei what unrepresented history is to represented history, what oral storytelling is to written, 

and what communiy is to isolation. The lines of demarcation becween the binaries are 

chdenged and questioned, so that the more conventional modes of r e l a ~ g  history - e n e n ,  

male-focused zccounts concerned with the individual rather than the comrnuni~ - appear 

wholly inadequate in ternis of telhg the 'fdl story.' We might w d  evpect, in ternis of such 

analogies at an). rare, that the female would be a primary focus of thïs story. But insread - even 

though her represenrauon is more comprehensive than in Ondaa je's previous worlis - she 

continues to remain marginaiized in the text. The story that is told Li In the Skin o/a Lion is 

mainly related chrough the eyes of Patrick Lewis, who, like Billy and Buddy, offers ody the 

masculuie perspective of the female characters. While Ondaa j e  atternpts to challenge and even 

to m a t e  the boundaries of gender that exist benveen Pamck and the female characters, the 

female -- although posited as central to the novel's plot, and as a unifjing principle for a 

hagmented masculine sdfhood - yet remains the outsider to the masculine nanative. 

In many respects Ondaa je  seems caught within the sort of codifications of gender 

outlined bg Emmanuel Levinas. For LeWias, the masculine is associated with a questing, 

conquering spirit, and the ferninine with interiority; the female provides the 'interior' space for 
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his ethical thought and action: "The woman is the condiMn for recollection, the intmonry of 

the Home and habitation ... the O t .  whose presence is discreetly an absence..& the Woman" 

(155). She is, then, a uni$ing principal for the male, who could not negotiare the 'interiont$ of 

ethical behaviour withouc her participation. She is also, however, the outsider to the action, as 

it were, being necessary, but marginal to the importance of the masculine project The female 

in In fbe Skin ofa L j o n  takes on jus t such a role. She is necessary for the telhg of the 'untold' 

stories of Toronto's history, but nonetheless, this stoq- belongs to Pateck Pamck is the 'hero' 

of this mythical tale, &ch is set up as a pardel to The E~ic  o/Gi&amesb. In De Lauretis' urords, 

there are two basic characters chat appear in any "mythkal t ac"  "the hero and the obstacle or 

boundary" (43). The 

hero must be male regardless of the gender of the character, because the 
obsrade, whatever its personificaaon .. .is morphologically female -- and, indeed, 
simply the womb, the earth, the space of his movement. As he crosses the 
boundary and "peneuares" the other space, the mythical subject is consmicted 
as hurnan being and as male; he is the active prinaple of culture, the establisher 
of distinction, the creator of differences. Female is what is not susceptibie to 
aansformation, to life or death, she (ït) is an element of plotspace, a topos, a 
resistance, maurui, and matter. (43-44) 

Ondaa je's questing hero, Panicick Lewis is indeed male and, although he is shown ultirnately to 

champion the values and ideals of 'the other,' he nevertheless dehes  and challenges 

differences and boundaries. Through his depiction of Pamick, Ondaaje attempts to question 

and critique the Wnies of the typical male hero and to animate his fernale characters so that 

they are not merely obstades or props to Pamck's journey. In the end, this challenge to 

conventional modes of division or demarcation cannot, however, entireh elirninate 

conventional patterns. As Linda Hutcheon observes of postmodemism generaliy, it 

"manipulates, but does not transform signification" (PoLrics 168). 
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In both The CoZhcfed Workr ofBi4  tbe Kid and Coming Thmugh Sbughter, 00ndaatje chooses 

marginalized 'heros' as his protagonists: Billy is the sensitive outlaw figure, and Buddy Bolden, 

the figure on the rnargins of recorded history. Despite their marginalized condiüons, however, 

both have been perceived as traditional exarnples of the romantic male ana-hero. As Christian 

Bok pus  it, BiUy and Buddy "exempli@ the soudy irresponsible hero: both characters act out 

the romantic myth of the isolated, male artisr unable to funcuon w i k  soaety, in p m  because 

of his anarchic sensitivity" (1 14). In ef fec~  both characters rnay be seen as posiuoning 

themselves in the margins of sodety and history. They are both, however, consmcted as the 

hero, or as Levinas's "self-suffiaent" mascullie spiet, who needs the femaie as other to defhe 

himsdf (Chalier, 128). Ln In the Skin ofa Lion, with a dehite shifi in perspective regarding what 

constitutes a marginalized posiuon, Ondaa j e  addresses the social forces that rnarghalize an 

individual, rather than focusing on die individuai nature that cannot - or will not - fit into 

souety. In doing so, Ondaa j e  creates an alliance benveen Paaick as a socially marginalized 

figure and the female, who has been margrnalized by conventional heroic histosies. The self- 

suffisent, conquering hero is thus challengecl, by means of this &ance, in that the male c m  no 

ionger occupy the only marginalized roie. 

Ondaa j e  verifies dus shifi in perspective in an inteniew, recalling that his research for 

the novel required 

an enormous amount of reading - abouc the Bloor Street Viaduct for 
example . . h d  1 can tell you exactly hou7 m a q  buckets of sand were used, 
because this is Toronto history, but the people who actualiy built the goddamn 

- bridge were unspoken of. ïhey're unhistorical! To wEte Billy, on the other 
hand, 1 had to remove an). kind of social conscience, because eve-g was 
seen from his point of view. And, in a way, Shzgbter was like that too. (ïumer, 

21) 

By identifying The Colietfed Workr and Coming Tbmugh Shughier as texts written fiom one point 
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of view - that of the protagonist in each - Ondaatje reveals his discovery of the multitudes of 

socidy, rather than psychologically, marginalized figures in histor)., and spealcs of directing his 

wütedy interest towards those figures who have been h n e n  out of history d y  othen, rather 

than by themselves. This is an i n t e r e s ~ g  shifi indeed for the author, for this new concem 

directs his writing even M e r  towards an exploration of the selective power Melded by the 

wEiters of history - a group which, as we will also see, indudes himself. 

Linda Huccheon notes chat arnong the social groups and individuais usually wrinen out 

of history (that is, those not induded in the 'offiual' sources that tend to compose history) are 

women. As she observes, the "history that sunrives .As the official history of unitsen documents 

and ofphotographs of the men deemed cenaal to the prevailiag power" (Canadian 94). In the 

context of the 'reai' Toronto history that inspired In  the S k n  ofa Lion, she sees, accordingly, that 

we know of the rich Arnbrose Sm& and the p o w e f i  RC. Hanis, the city 
commissioner; but history has not necessady recorded the names of the 
(unof~cid) women of the rich (here, Clara Dickens) nor of the anonymous 
workers who built the structures comrnissioned by Harris. Class and gender 
relegate some to the position of outsiders, ex-cen&cs, a position that this novel 
uses as its paradoxical (and very posmodern) cenae. (94) 

And indeed in d is  novel, Ondaatje centres his possible history on those whose voices have 

been largelj~ silent histoncally (and, in the case of women, silent within Ondaa je's own worlis). 

These textual voices, as Hutcheon asrutely points out, indude and even focus on those of 

women: Ambrose Small's mistress, Clara Dickens, a nun-nimed-actress named Alice G d ,  and 

Alice's daughter, Hana. Interes~gIy, Pamck Lewis meets ail three women in sequence during 

the course of his search for the rnissing millionaire Arnbrose Srnail. In this way, his search for a 

mysterious man who wields individual and h a n u a l  power resula in the discovery of a senes of 

'ex-cenmcs,' to use Linda Hutcheon's term - socially marginal figures who transform Pamck's 
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solitar)', individuaiistic life into a "part of a murai" (145). 

Such 'es-cenmc' figures are chus necessary for Pauïck's aansformation, d c o n m i b u ~ g  

to his progress as an individual, and all conc t ibu~g  to the t ehg  of his story. In In the Skin ofa 

Lion, the story inelf can take shape only through the viewing and understanding of a 

multipliuty of perspectives, which are di essentid in order to constnict this version of bistory - 

a hiscory that resonates as oral and therefore associated with the femaie and the unht ten .  Oral 

tradiaon, indeed, provides the foundation for the novel, since the novd derives its name and 

much of its thematic focus hom the Babylonian myth, The Epic of Gigamesh. Accordhg to 

this legend, Gilgamesh, w-ho rnourns the death of his hiend Enkidu, sets out to h d  

Umapishtim, a powerhil figure urho has been &en the gifi of everlasüng life by the gods. 

G'iI&a-mesh seeks to h d  the secret of imrnortdty from Umapishh, and a-avels through 

waters of death (for Pamck these waters are Lake Ontario), and darkness in order to h d  it. 

The epic parallels Patrick's joumey within the test afrer his &end and lover, Aiice G d ,  dies. 

Pamck ultirnately journeys t o w d s  the Waterworks, built by RC. Hafis, who in the test is also 

granted the @fi of irnmortality via his monuments, his power and his recorded 

accomplishments. As Hurcheon has pointed ou5 readen today h o w  his name - while the>- do 

not know the names of those who worked to make such accomplishments possible. Ultimately, 

however, neither Pamck nor Gilgamesh artains the i r n r n o d v  he ongindy sought. As 

WC'infned Siemeriing observes, "To cake the s k i  of a lion, and accede to the language of 

histoncally recorded reality, remains a story benueen possibility and dream" (168), which is 

ultirnately what this 'possible history' - this novel - becomes.' 

At the beginning and at the ending of the tesL we learn thar dus story we read is the 

story thar Pamck tells o rdy  to ALicets daughter, Hana. Initialiy, Hana ''stqs a d e  to keep him 
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company" during the drive to Marmora, listening to a story which could be a myth itself: "The 

man who is ii'c-ing could sa); Tn that field is a castle,' and it would be possible for her to 

believe hirn" (1). Later, however, we see that Hana has been positioned in "the driver's seat" 

for at least part of th& journey together, and that she has been "adaptkg the reaniew mirror 

to her height" (244). Literally and symbolically then, Hana moves from her initial role as 

audience to that of driver, both listening to, and possibly adapting the story to suit her own 

needs. Both Pmick and Hana are chus implicated as narrators, for it is possible thar Hana, and 

not Pamck, is t&g us this story at a later date. hidiough the domliant perspective in the 

novd is Patrick's, he is not necessdy the namator.' And ultimately, ir is Hana who is given the 

lion's skin, in oral marriarchal tradition, to shape this story for the reader. 

The oral nature of the stoq thus appears ro talie a prideged position over the written 

histories that dorninate Pamck's and the other characters' lives. So, too, does a sense of 

cornmunit)' - uhich, k e  oralig, is gendered - take a privileged position over isolation in the 

novel. The stoq of what Pamck l e m s  and gains kom his journey would simply not be 

possible without the perspectives that Patrick absorbs fiom Alice, Clara, and Hana. Saikingly, 

Thomas Van Nortwick tells us that the main lesson of the Gilgamesh epic can be found in its 

emphasis on comrnunity, and on the rehquishing of individual conaol in favotx of the 'larger 

whole'. He observes that the epic ccsuggests that Gilgamesh must leam to see himself not as 

preeminent arnong men, but as part of a larger whole, d e d  by forces often beyond his abilin 

to connol. Rather than challenging his limitations, he must learn to accept h e m  and live widiin 

hem: maninty requires h u d $  vihich requires acceptance, not defiance, not denial" (37). 

This lesson' corresponds preusely to critical analyses of the main thematic lesson' in In the 

S k k  ~u Lion. Gordon Gamlin, for example, observes that unlih the "heroic individual at the 
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centre of conventional historiopphy whose actions are said to be fdt by generations to corne, 

Pamck is part of a human web and ... is influenced by others as much as he influences them" 

(75). Siemerling, sirnilarly, observes that "the searcher Patxick, who has set out to hnd rhe 

disappeared, wealthy h b r o s e  Smali, ends up finding the perspectives of 'e.x-cenmcs'...that 

history has neglected: besides the story of Nicholas Temelcoff, those of ethnic minority 

immigrants, and those of women" (169)). He wrïtes later thar the novel ccshifis its emphasis 

&om the many worlds of one in&vïduaI,..to a sense of whole 'invisible aties,' or 

cornrnunities ... \ m e  Patrick recognizes his plight in the 'mirror' of the immigrants who are his 

neighbours, he becomes eventudy a part of the pictue - rather than 'faâng' it individually" 

(1 71). 

In this tex4 Ondaatje appears to criricize his own authorid penchant for esamuling all 

angles of the silent heroic male figure without, fiequently, exarnining the limitations of that 

figure. If we examine such characters as Hazen Lewis, Nicholas Temelcoff, Caravaggio, the 

thief, and Pamck Lewis himself, it becomes clear that Ondaa je  is p roding  the reader with a 

critique of the traditional male proragonisc who is silent, aloof, and a loncr figure, engaged in 

action and the consequences of that action. Through the characrer of Paaick, and through the 

strong fernale characters in the t e x  who are shown ro influence Paoick Ondaa j e  emphasizes 

that Patrick ulhately rejects the rnodels of the removed male hero in favour of cornmunit).. 

Karen Overbye argues lucidly that many of the male models in In the J b n  ofa Lion act 

prinupally as "masculine s tereoqpes." B y niming away from their esamples of behaviour, 

Pauick seems to reject traditional masculinity in favour of a more conventionally fende mode1 

that is associated with cornmunig and oral, or unwriaen, histories.' 

hoking at Pamck's chddhood, one c m  see diat Hazen Lewis, Pamck's father, 
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provides the Young a d ' s  dominant model for behaviour. There is no maternai presence 

mentioned in the test, and in fan, no female influence referred to at aLI during Pamcli's 

formative years. Instead, Hazen Lewis is presented as a strong, independent presence, a man 

who chooses - somewhat like Bay the Kid and Buddy Bolden - to remove himself from his 

cornmunis. Pamck is desuibed as being "bom into a region which did not appear on a map 

und 1910, though his farnily had worked there for turenV years" (IO), a description that 

emphasizes Hazen's decision to live in an isolated place ouaide the boundaries of naming - a 

place similar to thar occupied by the immigrant labourers in the texr who, in being given 

Engiish names instead of their own real names, are also outside the boundaries of naming? 

k e n  Lewis also isolates himself thruugh silence: in "d his M e  the longest speech was the one 

made to the Rathbun staffwhen he told them what he codd do" (16). And, as Hutcheon 

points out, Hazen's occupation as a djnarniter also causes him to become isolated, and self- 

suffident, "an outsider even within his profession of logging" (Canadian 94). 

It is dear that, as a masculine role model, Hazen kcks rhe qualines of cornfort and 

affe&on which are throughout the book - and conventionaüy - associated with women. He is 

simp$ a man "withdrawn kom the world around him, uninterested in the habits ofuvilization 

outside his own focus" (15). W'hile both Alice and Clara are represented as affectionate and 

able ro comfon Pamck in h e s  of deep disuess, Hazen is not ody incapable but also 

unwilling, and possibly unauare of Patrick's need for corn fort. Even afrer what appears to be a 

strong father-son bonding esperience, when Hazen and Pamck rescue the nearly drowned cou- 

fiom the river, the father and his son sleep together ody for warmth, not because they feel any 

companionship or affecüon. The nanator describes the scene with restrained sympathy for 

Paaick ''ln bed later on, they do not achowtedge each other apart from sharing the warmth 
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under the blanket. His father Les so stiU Pamck doesn't h o w  if he is asleep or awake. The boy 

look towards the kitchen and its djing fïre" (14).5 The narrator tells us that "Hazen Lewis did 

not teach his son anything, no Iegend, no base of theory", that instead the boy simply learned 

the art of explosives by watching (1 8). But Ondaa j e  seems to tell us that Pamck aiso leamed 

from Hazen Lewis 'how to be a man' - leamed the limiting, selMesmi&ve lessons that Aice 

and Ciara have to attempt to un-teach later. 

Bolc argues that Hazen Lewis is the ody figure in the t e x  to provide the farniliar 

Ondaa je-esque model of "creative self-desmctiveness" (1 3, although Overbye points to 

Nicholas Temelcoff and Caravaggio as also possessing qualities familiar to such a model. For 

the latter critic, Temelcoff s saving of the fden n u  "resembles the action of a superhero" (3), 

and Caravaggio's "aware[ness] of his body as sexuall' (5) suits the model's physicality and 

sexuaiit): Both men are, however, like Patrick 'saved by women' at some point in the text, 

which would seem to counter Overbye's perception of the male heroism in the text with a kind 

of female heroism as perceived by Ondaa j e  himself. Alice, for exarnple, "save[s]" Nicholas 

"kom f&g back into space" afier reaching the catwalk, after the initial f d  (33). Gianem, 

Caravaggio's future wife, literdlÿ 'saves' the thief from being discovered by authorities afier he 

is injured during a thefi (193-196), just as h e  houses him and does not report hirn to 

authorities Iater (200-203). And Pamck, 1 would argue, is saved by both Clara and Aice, as they 

lure him out of a solitary Me. ih i l e  masculine 'hero' types do  appear in the tex5 Ondaa j e  

contrasts them with female 'saviours,' upsening conventional models of masculinity with a 

protagonist who rejects them in favour of 'ferninine' values. Such values, however, remain 

supplernentary to a mascullie discoune, in which the feMnLie becomes absorbed into 

Pamck's masculine selfhood. 
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Patnck has been raised on stories c e l e b r a ~ g  mascullie heroism: stones in whidi men 

Save their ladies fiom hami, in which ''women were rescued from ninaway horses, from &ozen 

pond accidents" (61), and in which "the heroes camy the women across Briash Columbian 

saeams" (160). Pamck quickly lems, however, that such romanac notions of heroism do not 

apply when reai women are involved. m e n ,  for example, CIara 'catches' Pamck standing and 

watching her - romanticdy fiaming her as "the rare lover" and "perfect woman" - she asks 

him to leave (61). The passage reveals a dawning consciousness in Pamck Lewis that it is noc 

he, but Clara who is in control of the momenq who asks him to leave when he (and Ondaatje 

as writer) levels his gaze at her. Repeatedly in the test, Paaick recognizes his 'heroic male 

qualities' as sorely lacking. As he watches a group of men, later discovered to be Finns, s k a ~ g  

at night uith lit cattails as iight, he perceives the romanàc, heroic movements of the skaters: 

" n e  hard ice was so certain, they could leap inco the air and crash down and it would hold 

them. Their lanterns replaced wïth new rushes which let them go further past boundaries, 

speed! romance! one man waltzing with his he" (22). Pamck, however, "has always been dien, 

the third person in the picture" (156), and feels incapable of joining the men on the &ozen 

river he knows so weil. He considers hirnself unable to hurl himself beyond the boundaries of 

his normal M e  towards this life outside his experience, where something as familiar to him as 

t h i s  river cm be trusted as a site of exuberant romance. The narrator tells us later that Pamck 

"was a watcher, a corrector'' and that he "could no more have skated dong the darhess of a 

river than been the hero of one of these stones" (157). 

It is no& then, und he meets Clara and then Mce chat he begins to feel capable of 

belonging in a commuriity, of asserting his individuality in the conrest of othen. Again, he 

requles the ferninine p ~ u p a l  to supplement his sense of semiood. ReferEng to che incident 
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when Clara and Alice, assumlig Patrick to be asleep, complete their spiet palitirïgs of him, 

Ondaa j e  insisrs chat Pamck "feels more community remembering this dian anj.thlig in his 

life" (79). Lacer on, as Bok cornmenn, Pamck cul riva tes a "deliberate aphasia" (1 1 9) when he is 

immersed in the Macedonian cornmunir)., in that he dows  the boundaries of language to d e  

him, to direct hirn in his solinide. In both situations in the text, Ondaatje refers to the 

boundary of language. With the Finns, Pmick "he did not aust either hLnselfor these 

suangers of another language mough to be able to step fornard and join hem" (22). In both 

situations, he shuts himself out, and it is not mtiI he makes the atrempt to leap across the 

boundaries of 1angua.e - and of gender - that he feels a sense of communi~,  and, by 

extension, a sense of himself as 'belonging.' 

In spite of the text's adherence to promoting values of comrnunïty over those of 

isolation, however, there remains a strong sense of the boundaries existing around indivïduals. 

And, although Panick attempts to uanscend these boundanes, they do remah - partiCulady 

with respect to gender. As in previous texts, Ondaaje makes the effort to self-consciously 

de& ailrbe~taaons of the m& r ~ i e g t a t j o n o f  - women, - - - having - - Pamck, Wce B a y  and 
- - - - - - - - - 

Bolden, consrmcc women in images suitable to him. The =.aimess Patrick sees in the 

Thompson G d ,  for example, is created imaginatively- by Pamck as a rnythical beîng he is 

detemiined to see only what he chooses to see, and to create the rest He "came co believe she 

had the powers of a goddess who could condemn or bless. She would be able to uansform the 

one she touched, the one she gipped at the w~%t wkh her tough hand, the musdes stiffening 

up towards the blue-back of the half-revealed creame that pivoted on the bone of her 

shoulder. His eyes wanted to g h p s e  nothing else" (1 12). The cchalf-revealed creature" here is a 

tattoo g h p s e d  by Pamck "through a tear in the seam" of the unnarned waiuess's shirt - a 
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tanoo that gesnires to the parüdy-known and partidy-unknown image that symbolizes 

Patrick's construction of the waitress as his own rnythical, solitaq being (1 12). He does not 

wish to see it whoUy, for seeing it wholiy, or knowing any furrher details about her Life would 

shatter his own consmicred myth and his own self-imposed solitude. This is whg he does not 

atcempt to know her, to seek out her narne or story any fùrther - just as, when a dyer, he keeps 

his oum "me  name and voice fiom the bosses, never spoke to them or answered them" and 

chooses to know "nothing about the men around him evcept how they moved and laughed -- 

on this side of language" (136). It is preusely th is  attempt to see things partidy - to focus on 

the solitary individual rather than on the collective experïences and people which form a 

person - that colours Pamck's percepaon and the general construction of women throughout 

the text 

?hrough Patrick's penchant for mythologizing the unhoum, partïcularly regarding 

women, it becomes clear that Ondaatje as author is esploring the process of his own literary 

consmiction of women. He has Patrick h e  and time again in the text challenge his mythtcal 

rendering of a person with his learned knowledge of that person. Before he £ k t  meets Clara 

Dickens, for esample, Patrick hears only grand descriptions of her: as SrnaLi's lover she has 

been descrïbed as the "rare lover" and the "perfect woman" (GO). \%%en he does h d y  meet 

her, however, he begins to realize the iimitations of such labels, and the limitations that are 

impliut in any description of a person. Imrnediately, he wishes to know more: "what else \vas 

she," he asks, "apm from being the lover of Ambrose Small?" (Gl), for und this p o i n ~  he had 

seen her only in the context afforded by others' descriptions. He originaliy sees her only as 

comecred to his search, as a means to h d  hmbrose -- somewhat like Hazen Lenls' horses - 

more as a tool for a purpose than as Besh and blood. As Clara observes to Pamck, "You think 
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1 am the line to him, don't you? You t .  that he must have lefi kiis shadow on me" (62). Seen 

in the context of Ondaatje's other works, in which women are ody presented as the means for 

the reader to discover more about the male protagoniscs, such a statement delivered by a 

femde character has the impact of maquhg previous tex= in which the female is only seen in 

relation to the male. To support this perspective, we see Pauick describing Clara, in his own 

language, as lookiog " k e  a damsd fly, the sequins and gauze up to her neck" (GI), a 

description which again disrupts the romance of idealized descepaon with a reference to an 

untrmslatable realic).. Damsel £lies in Pamck's childhood were dent  insects needing 

"something to uanslate their breath" - insects which the young Pamck desaibes as perhaps 

"not mute at d," w o n d e ~ g  if instead "it is just a lack of range in his [own] hearingt' (10). The 

passage again emphasizes Patrick's - and perhaps Ondaa jets - limitations in ternis of 

possessing the abiliy and die language to 'uanslate' the female character completely. 

An atcempt is made, via Patrick again, to explore the effectiveness of accurnulaüng 

information nbout an individual, so as to describe her more accurately. M e r  his initial meeting 

wirh Clara, seeing her in the shadow of Ambrose Srnaii, Pamck soon h d s  hunself absorbed in 

her details, independent of his search: 

He loved the eroticism of her history, the knowledge of where she sat in 
schoolrooms, her favowite brand of pend at the age of nine. Details flooded 
his heart..During these days he found he had become interested only in her, 
her childhood, her radio work, diis landscape in which she had grown up. He 
no longer wanted Smd,  he wanted to exorcise Small from Clara's mind. (69) 

He is hsuated, however, by dus focus on detail, for he cannot h d  enough to create the 

whole - just as Bolden, in his quest to 'learn al1 about' Nora, hnds ody  fnisuation and despair. 

Pamck "feels he knows norhing of most of Clara's life," in spite of her hnk, personal oral 

histories and his own efforts to look at her as closely as possible. He rnight b ~ g  his "pillow as 
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dose as he could for cornfortable focus and gaze[ J at her" (64), but he "keeps fïndlig and 

Iosing parts of her, as if opening a drawer to discover another mask" (79)). 

With Mce G d ,  sidar1y, Paaick is shown to feel h s ~ a t e d  by her seerning 

unwillingness to reveal her h i s t o .  Wich her, too, he looks for details to d e  her concrete. 

W e  deaning her face of makeup, for esarnple, he examines her dos* "so that it was not 

Alice G d  but someùiing more intimace - an eye musde having to uust a hgemp to remove 

that quarter-inch of beght y d o w  around her sighr" (121). Even with such intllnacy, however, 

he is described as cont indy feeling she is someone he cannot know: "he cm never conceive 

how she leaps fiom her mie self to her other m e  self. It is a figtit he knows nothing about He 

camot put the two people together." (153). In th& lovemaking, he expects f'metamorphosis as 

they Lss. Annunaauon. The eye would go firsh and as he draws back he will be in another 

country, another century, his arms around a stranger" (153); the passage describes the hdig of 

intense, locatized examination when there are parts of this person he wïil never fully know. 

These examples of Parrick's hstrated searching are drawn together in Patrick's 

recollection of the "lost eyes" of the girl he approached on a dance noor when he was eighteen. 

Patrick descnbes his seeing of ccsomediing there he would never M y  reach - the way Clara 

dissolved and suddenly disappeared fiom him, or the way Alice came to him it seemed in a 

series of masks or painted faces, both of these women Wce the sea through a foreground of 

men" (128). The passage provides a glimpse into the personal lessons being leamed by Paeclc 

- namely that one can never M y  h o w  another through details and labels. But it also 

fùnctions as a metafictional commentary in which Ondaatje comments on his own female 

constnictions in the text, his p r e s e n ~ g  of women predomliantly 'through a foreground of 

men' as the sea, or unifying matter. Here it becomes dear that, while the women can pro~lde a 
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more M y  realized male self (im Pamck), ir is ody ttiough men, and a masculine discourse, that 

the women cm be seen at ail. 

Aiice G d  is the fint wornan introduced in the text, and she is introduced through the 

male character Nicholas Temelcoff. Though she becomes an important part of his story, the 

reader is not permitted to b o w  her - is not even given her name - und  much later in the tert, 

when Patrick discovers that this fden nun and his lover, Mce, are one and the same. For 

rnuch of the book, this fden femaie esists simply as an unnamed nun, the "one with that s m d  

scar against her nose" (33), who f d s  with a strong gust of wind off the unfinished P ~ c e  

Edward Viaduct She is caught by the daredevil worker, Temelcoff, though she is presumed 

dead, since neither she nor Temelcoff ever publidy announces her survival or his heroic deed. 

She remains a "shape" and "new weight" held by Temelcoff, und he sees "a girl's white face;" 

she remaining silent and nameless throughout the ordeal although he begs her to scream, to 

comrnUNcate her fear, or an~.tfung (31-32). The nameless nun, however, remains silent, even 

afier Temelcoff leads her ro the Ohrida Lake Restaurant where he wishes just " to dnnk and 

t ak  quietly" (36). With her first tesnial words, instead of o f f d g  any information about 

herself, the woman who is to become f i c e  G d  (parodically named afrer the parrot, ficia,  in 

the restaurant) asks her saviour his name, although - or perhaps because - he has fden asleep 

and cannot answer (39). 

Alice remains rencent throughour the novel, unwilling to reveal any personal 

information. AU that Patrick discovers about her is h o u g h  his own 'searchings', for Aiice 

"refùsed to speak of the past. Even her stories about Hana's father, though innicate, gave 

nothing away of herself. She was never self-cenûed in her mythologies" (1 37). Silence is a 

predominant theme throughout the novel, closely linked with blindness, and, cunously, with 



lightG But the aansforrnation kom silence to speech, to communication, cornes through 

Ilikages, through a crossing of boundarïes Gom one individual to the next In a culmina~g 

passage in the novei, the nanator tells us that 

Aiice had once desabed a play to [Pamck] in which several actresses shared 
the role of the herùine. Afier half an h o u  the powerfd mamarch removed her 
large coat from which animal pela dangled and she passed iq dong with her 
strength, to one of the minor characters. In this way even a silent daughter 
could put on the doak and be able to break through her chrysalis into 
language. Each person had their moment a-hen they assumed the s h s  of wild 
animds, w-hen they took responsibility for the story. (157) 

This passing dong of stories occurs throughout the text Although the mak characters in the 

text link people and build bridges - Nicholas "is a spinner. He links eVeryoneN (34), and 

Ambrose Small, too, is "a spinner. He was bare-knuckle capitalism ... and he laughed at hem, 

spun a thread around his critics and bought them up (57) - it is the women in the texr who 

actudy provide the forums for mie eschange of experience, of the vitai stories which d o w  

individuals to become part of history. 

It is Alice, for exarnple, as the nun 'saved' by TernelcofE, who provides Pamck with her 

SOI)', so chat it can be passed on again to Ternelcoff hïmself. As an immigrant who has f i t  

outside of history all his life, he hears the story and begins to be aware of "what histoy 

means ... Patrick's gift, that anow into the past, shows him the wealth in hirnself, how he has 

been sewn into history. Now he will begin to tell stories" (149). Clara, too, is desuibed by 

Gordon Garniin as personifjkg "the novds typicdy oral resistance to dosure" as she "effaces 

the desmictive impact of individual self-assemveness" and "favours the anonymity oral 

strategies paradoxically offer by replacing individual authorship with a shared responsibility for 

a story" (71). She is desuibed by Ambrose Smd,  for exarnple, as possessing an "unfinished 

nanue" (93), a nature Patrick cannot M y  undersrand in spite of d of his searching. In a 
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passage descnbing Clara and Pamck's lovemakmg, she challenges Patrick's emphasis on the 

boundaries benveen individuals and sexes, as she passes his sperm, "the white character," from 

her mouth to his, "back and forth between them di it no longer existed, d l  they didn't h o u *  

who had hirn like a lost planet somewhere in the body" (69)). 

Such examples of this femaie exchange do not represent, iike the material construction 

of linking devices, or like the linear progression of history, a passing down of d e s  or wealth or 

power from one to the next, but instead an oral tradition associated here with wornen. 

Stoq~elling, for theonst and filmmaker TPnh Minh-ha, is in other c u l ~ e s  a deeply valued, and 

specificaily female tradiàon, which celebrates not historical facf or what puports to be 'mith', 

but the power of communicatïng human experience: 'TVhat is transrnitted from generation to 

generation is not only the stories, but the very power of transmission. The stories are highiy 

inspinng, and so is she, the untkîng storytelier. She, who suffocates the codes of lie and truth" 

(1 31). And within In the Skin ofa Lion, it is ulcimarely this oral imperative, blended with an 

authorid distrust of histoncal mth (which is also, of course, a major theme of Ondaa je's two 

preceding novels), which dows  the female characcers to emerge as marginal figures who have 

been ganted a recognizable and valuable laquage through storytelhg -- through the t e h g  of 

this v q  story. 

Additionally, the 'several actresses' referred to in Alice's description of the play are 

dearlg recognizable in the novel as Clara and Alice -- both, literally, actresses in the novel's 

contevt. Clara begins the text as the not immediateiy recognizable heroine. She is an accress 

whom Patrick seeks out in his search for Arnbrose Small, specificdy because she is not 

Arnbrose's wife, 'Theresa, the wife, the ~aint '  (GO). Like George Eliot's Dorothea Brooke, who 

is amacted to Saint Theresa's "passionate, ideal nature" (25), Clara Dickens may be seen as a 
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different kind of Theresa, a " foundress of nothlig, whose loving heart-beats and sobs afier an 

unatcaîned goodness tremble off and are dispersed among hindrances, instead of c e n t e ~ g  in 

some long-recognizable deed" (26). The reference places Clara squarely in a non-historical 

position as one who achieves nodung deemed historicaliy significanq but who nonetheless 

passes the human pourer of her story dong to others, endorsîng the communal consrmction of 

the 'alternate' histories. 

Aker Clara disappears to be with Ambrose, her legacy is passed dong to Alice, who 

mïght be seen, because of her voicelessness dirough much of the eady teut. as one of the 

'dent daughten' referred to in the play. Clara's suength is dearly valued by Mce, whose 

"tenderest speech" to Pamck "concerned her missing of Clara ' 1 love Clara, ' she said to him, 

the lover of Clara. ' 1 miss her. She made me sane for ail those years. That was important for 

what I am nowt (147). h d  after f ice ' s  death, it is Patrick who picks up the story - 

Pamck, a silent son, who through Alice's death and his subsequent search, finally h d s  his 

own voice. At the point that this play is described to Paflck, we also leam through his 

perception that "he himself was nothing buc a prism that refracted their lives," the lives of 

"Clara and h b r o s e  and ALice and Temelcoff and Cato - this cluster made up a dmna 

wirhout him" (157). He sees "a temble horizon in him beyond which he couldn't leap. 

Somediing hollow, so when done, when not aligned with another - whether it was h b r o s e  

or Clara or Alice -- he could hear the rade within that suggested a space benveen him and 

community. A gap of love" (157). However, by taking up the Gllgarnesh's quest and s e e h g  

irnmortality for M c e  and the un-historical workers of the Waterworks, Pamck discovers the 

legacy he has inhented. Ultimately, the story ends with Hana, another d e n t  daughter who is 

given the language of her complex, multilayered history by Patrick, who chooses, instead of 



exploding the community that exduded hirn and Alice, to pass his knowledge and 

experience on to Hana. 

Pamck's rehsal to blow- up the Wacerworks, however, is tantamount to Ondaa je's 

rehisal to explode the traditions which shape his text. Pamck chdenges but does not 'e~plode' 

the social structures that have marginalized him, just as Ondaaje challenges, but does not 

ulthately dismande the narrative structures that marginalize the female as other to the male. 

We see, fier ail, the civo main female characters largely through Pamck's eyes. Indeed, 

Ondaa j e  does offer many challenges to the validiq of Patrick's perceptions and commenn on 

Pamck's - and his own - limitations in describing and 'knowing' each woman. Aice tells 

Pamck, for example, that there are things about her relationship with Clara that he will never 

know: 'Yeu and 1 wiiI never enter certain rooms together, Patrick. A woman needs a woman 

to laugh Mth, over some things. Clara and 1 felt like a planet!" (164). He perceives this gap 

between his and their experience when Mce  arrives at the farrnhouse in Paris Plains. The 

narrator describes the "night kitchen with these two actresses" as "overwhelming" to Pamck: 

"Clara and Alice slip into tongues, impersonate people, and keep each other taking long into 

the night Panick is suddeniy an audience" (74). Instead of Ondaa je's conventional 

c o m m e n q  on 'the other' in tenns of the male eye observing the fernale, he offers the women 

a voice to describe and ro give their own perspectives on gender. At the famihouse, the nvo 

women imitate "the way men smoke. They discuss hou. women laugh - fiom the raucous ro 

the s d e n  to die mercena$' (75). Interes~gly-, however, they are shoun to 'imicate' men, while 

reseMng th& conversational focus for women, inscribing the binaries of male action wich 

female passiviq, or description. 

The women also, of course, agree to "get" Pamck by compkting th& spiet painting 
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of him (75). Their task, we are told, "seems as illicit" as "copying down a bluepriat in a foreign 

country," for they believe that they are approaching "a sleeping man to see what he will reveai 

of himself in his portrait ac dis time of the night" (75). This passage is an important one in 

terms of Ondaa je's gender c o m m e n q  in this text Here, he attempts to ailow women to 

draw a pomait of their own, of a figure that is only "half-revealed." Wce Pamclq Mth the 

waitress's tattoo, the women must "draw upon aii they know or  c m  guess about hm," given 

"the vagueness of his covered body" p5). The accuaq  of their rendering is, however? 

immediately cded  into question. When Pamck views Clara's drawing, for =ample, he "does 

not believe her'' when she says he "has corne off w d "  (78). He does nor appear to see himself 

in the pomait at d. In Pamck's unwillingness to acknowledge this am'stic consmct as an 

accwate representation of himself, Ondaa je d o w s  himseif a bnef commentary on the 

possibility of authonal mis-representation, particuiarly in terms of gender, since he fiequently 

c d s  into question his own 'amstic r e n d e ~ g s '  of the fernale? Because Pamck doe~ obiect to chir 

pomait - &au- by women - Ondaa je seems to irnplicitiy acknowledge the possibility that 

any female 'portrait' 'drawn' by the male wrïcer could be equdy objectionable. However, aith a 

d i s ~ c d y  authonal tone, the narrator also observes thaq although Pamck does not see his 

'character' in Ciara's portrait, " W erhaps the pomait will teach him" about his character and 

about himself (78). The passage thus condudes by dismissing the significance of anydiùig 

objectionable in any 'false' portrait of women, by a f h g  that even a rnisrepresentation can 

be 'instructive'. 

Ondaatje does present Pamck here as onguially perceiving himself as once again 

outside the invisible bounda.ries of community, so that it is his own perception of the 

boundaries' existence that is highlighted rather than something extemal thar inhibits his sense 
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of belonging. "His rnind remains againsr them," we are told, evm though he does acknowledge 

the sense of community he has fdt with them (78-79). He is also shown later as wmMg to 

hold Alice responsible for Clara's disappearance: "He had wanted to shake her to pieces, blame 

her for Clara. It seemed it was all a game of theatre the two of them had performed against 

hirn. A woman's education, removing his dwemess, even his revenge" (89). Here again Pamck 

sees plots and perceives gender-based boundarïes that pit the fernale against the male. Despite 

his efforts in ternis of narrative and characterization, then, Ondaatje does not in this t a t  make 

any significant effort to reduce his insistence on the existence of gendered boundaïes. One 

codd Say, in fact, that t h i s  text supports the inclination to see both male and fëmale as equal, in 

rerms of histoncd and social importance, but that it does not permit that 'equaiity' in any way 

to indicate a sameness, since the fernale is always outside the narrative fsame. On the contrary, 

there is a d i s ~ c n o n  made consistently in the t e x  between male and fernale characteristics and 

perspectives. 

In one key passage, Pamck shows Clara a mck he has leamed, a aick that is much like 

Caravaggio's trick in removing all the furnicure in his room while Gianetta lies sleeping (189). 

Pamck's tri& is to blindfold himself, ordering Clara not to move, and to whirl around the 

room, throwing his body near breakable windows and potenually harmful shelves. "He h o w s  

an apple into her lap, Bps the date off the calendar" as he prises her beauty and pours out his 

longing for her: 'You are so beautifid, Clara, I'U never go blind. 1 want to go to sleep gazing at 

your face each Nght 1 couldn'r be satisfied with just touching you, smelling you" (80). 

Unfomuiately for Pamck - and for Clara - the narrator t d s  us that "[slhe refuses all of dùs 

and moves off the bed" (80). It is the movement of the woman when stillness is expecred and 

required for the male performance. As he is "y&g his love" for her, we are told that Clara 
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doses her eyes, and presses hands to her head to shut out his voice. She "feels she is 

surrounded, contained by his whidingfl (80). F d y ,  because of her rnovemenh Pamck hits her, 

Ieaving her "dazed" and h s e l f  with a bloody nose (80). 

Clara has refused to participate in Patrick's performance in this scene. Unlike Alice's 

pecfomwce in the play at the Watenvorks, which requires an audience member to complete 

the scene and to provide the moral, this performance speufically requires Clara's non- 

participation. It is desigied instead to ceiebrate Paaick's individual skill, and in effecr to Mn 

her over, to persuade her not to r e m  to Arnbrose. It is also a rnonoIogue in motion requiring 

no oral exchange and no response. Clara d have nothing to do with such a project She is 

shown to feel "contained" by the performance which is after a l ,  a series of endearmena 

thrown at her s d i  figure from various corners of the room by a man who does not see her, 

who has looked for dues but who in the end feels he "how nothhg of most of Clara's life" 

(79) ." 

Patrick's act depends on where he believes Clara is positioned. This is an act that -- like 

an author's creation of characters - has been perfected in isolation: ccSometimes when he is 

aione Pamck wiii bhdfold himself and move around a room, slowly at 6rsh then faster und 

he is irnrnaculate and magical in it. He parade, nim suddenly away kom larnpshades, du& 

under hanging plants, even nin across the room and leap in his darkness over small tables" 

(79). It is a 'parading' of the sort described in Coming Thmugh Zht/gbter: a "Harade of ego" (129). 

Like Buddy Bolden in his £inal parade, who, with a reference to Webb's 't8ck1 with magnets, 

expects to "ah" his music at the audience "and puil them on a sming" towards himself (129), 

Pamck here expects Clara to respond as he desires and expects - to remain motiodess in the 

preuse place where he has positioned her. The fact that she does not, and that she "rehsesl' CO 
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conform CO his expectations, seems to Say NIO things contextually: firsh that no deverly 

presented words of endeaunent will change her fimily made-up rnind, and second, that his 

performance, which is dependent on his directions and his insmictions, does not take into 

consideration her will or her resolve. As Overbye argues, the passage also narrativdy teils us 

that Pamck " m u t  realize that he cannot use l is  body lîke a machine because it does not esist 

in isolation" (8). 

Because of Clara and her unseen motion, thel  'love story' would not end like one of 

Patrick's romance novels, which "would conclude with d wills rectified and all romances 

solvent" (82). Clara, thereforr, who is shown to resist being 'contained' in a conventional 

heroine's rok, rnight be seen as adapting more readily to a philosophy voiced later Li the text 

by Pamck - although it is a philosophy he has always reserved for men. The narrator teiis us 

that Pamick has always believed that the characters in his romance novels never "lived oniy on 

the page. They altered when the author's eye was somewhere else ... Each character had his own 

tirne zone, his own lamp, otherwise they were just men figm nowhere" (143). The passage 

speaks also for Ondaa je, who, as in previous teua, is willing ro acknowledge his lLnited 

perception -- to accept that other, equaüy valid stories esist outside the narrative frame. But 

because he constructs Paoick as unable to 'see' that women may not aiways remain in their 

assigned roles, and that they Mght be 'altered' when the author's eye is somewhere else, ure are 

remulded that a significant barrier rernains benveen the male and the female within the text. 

This barrier is emphasized &er by Ondaa je's insistence on demarcation within 

the cem. While painting the Kingston Penitentiary roof as blue as the sky, Caravaggio reminds 

Pauick that "[d]emarcation ... is all we need to remember" (179). Irnmediately foilowing diis 

curious statement, we are told that "that was how he escaped" (1 79): he has his friends paint 
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hïm blue, so that on the roof "he was gone - to the guards who looked up and saw nothing 

there" (1 80). Caravaggio becomes the d e m a r c a ~ g  h e  between roof and sLy in ins blue 

disguise, and secures his escape. The d e m a r c a ~ g  line may be invisible, but it exists. Similarly, 

when the author introduces the recurring image of horizons, we are made to see a l imi~g 

edge; PamcVs relationship with Alice, for example, is described as having "a horizon. She 

rehsed to speak of the past" (137). When Clara leaves Patrick she does so at Union Station, 

under a sign ''which said HORIZON" (209). In both instances, the word "horizon" seems to 

irnply a liMt, or an ending. However, when Ambrose Small dies. "there was no ho&onW 

(215), oniy "discontinuous moments of his past" (214). Paaick, on his own release from the 

Kingston prison, is aiso pomayed as piecing together the 'discontinuous moments' of his life, 

" [&9] his head to the lefc to the right to the lefi, discoveting the hohon" (210). He even 

foilows Clara's advice in recalling the name of the srone behind the HORIZON sign in Union 

Station: "It's Mssouri Zurnbro. Remember that The floors are Tennessee marble" (210). It is 

as if she must remind Pamck that although ail may seem united, the d e m a r c a ~ g  lines persistg 

Ondaaje does challenge boundaries in this text by quesüoning the ideology behind 

division. To interrogate the veraaty and validity of 'history', for esample, he consmcts a 

probable fictional history. To question the reality behind the boundaries benveen genders, he 

consmcts diffeting male and fernale viewpointr on the matter. The boundaries are chailenged, 

but they remah. As Hutcheon observes, postmodem fiction tends to execute this interrogation 

and fiequent transgression of boundaries quite nicely. However, as she argues, "there is never 

any resolution of the ensuing con~adictions. In other words, the boundaries remain, even if 

they are challenged" (Polifi'ts 72). In In the Jkzn ofa Lion, Ondaa j e  certalily grapples with issues 

conceming gender, consmctlig female characters saong enough ro challenge the male 
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protagonist in his tex& authority, and dowing the female a voice. The voice, however, sd 

asserts its difference, its inscrutability to the male narrator. And the author, while atternp~g to 

bridge the distance between genden, sall remains mïndfül chat he cannot count on the female 

to s t a y  s d i  while he spins the taie. 



Reflections of the Unknown: 

Female Characters in The English Patient 
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Although The Engksb Pahent deals with themes and some characters d i s ~ c t  from those 

in In the Jkin ofn Lion, the Iater novel reinscribes such characters as Hana, Caravaggio, Pa&& 

and Clara, who rnove against the temporal and emotional backdrop of the Second World \Var- 

At the beginning of the novel, Hana is no longer the sisteen-year-old teenager who d e s  the 

wheel at the dose of In the Skin ofo Lion but a Young nuse of nvency who chooses to s t q  

behind as the Allied troops wididraw kom Italy- Her purpose in staying is osrensibly to care for 

a nameless bumed man whom she iniüall>~ lcnows only as the English patient But she is also 

stajing ro care for herself, mending the scars oEa war that has U e d  her 'father' Pamck - like 

the English patient, he was burned homfically du&g the war, but u n k e  the English patient, 

died f'rorn his wounds. Caravaggio, s d  the thief-figure these five years following Ondaa je's 

previous test (in real andin testual t he ) ,  b v e s  at the villa to uncover the mister). of the 

English patient's identity as he, too, recovers 6orn his ou7n wounds of war.' In an intenieu? 

with Eleanor Wachtei, Ondaa j e  speaks about these characten' reemergence: "1 realized 1 was 

more intimate with them than the people 1 had wrircen about before, even members of my 

own family. This was not about someone else but rather invenaons of the self, sides of the 

self' (257-258). By his oun admission, chen, these (and other new) characters acr in die novel 

as the author's chosen representatives - as rnirrors of selfhood. Significantly, however, the 

mirron are gendered - those of male characters c o n ~ u e  to permit the trespass of the author's 

reaching hand, while those of the female prohibit its full grasp. 

Tbe EngI'h Parient is, by far, Ondaatje's most gender-consdous text As he does in In the 

Skin ofa Lion, he provides the reader wiùl two examples of a strong female presence, but in The 

EngM PaflPnt, Ondaatje for the hrst t ime d o w s  the principal fernale character, Hana, actions 

and thoughts that are independent of those of the prinapal male characters. In fact, Hana 



articulates response the male voice that has tended Ondaatje's 

previous rats, be it £iom a mediating nanator or from a mascullie protagoNst Her voice is 

encoded as female, 1 want to argue, because ir is differentiated fiom the male voice but not 

constructeci as a distinct, foreign entity - a non-distinction and differentiation that suggest that 

Ondaa j e  is addressing and chdenglig the absence of female voices in his prior tests. \ m e  

not always entireiy dear and separate, Hana's narrative voice nevertheless assem the soud and 

persocal value of female expenence, broaching spe&ca& gendered concems as she interam 

with the growing nurnber of men in the villa and smiggles to maintain her carefully consmmed 

identity. Although the authorial motives behind this kind of presentation must be questioned in 

terms of contest and plot development, Hana's character nevenheless emerges, overd, as a 

forcefuI presence in the novel. 

If Hana presemes a cerrain autonomy, Katharine - the or$- other plincipal female 

character in the novel - charts the farniliar gound of the traditional Ondaa je-esque woman; 

she is represenred through the layered mediation of the author, the narrator, and the 

rerniniscences of the English patient. Since she esists in the novel only as an absence, anj* voice 

she apparentiy has is necessady suspect. The English patient, who gives his impressions of her 

speech and gestures, while remaining undear (or unwilling to expostdate) on his own narne 

and identity, exisu as an unmsnuoahy narrator because his invesment in her story predudes 

ob jectivity. Katharine thus remains a spbol ic  figure, rnanufacmed by layers of male uish- 

Mhllment and tes t iwg to the huis of strïcdy male production. 

The two principal female characters in The Enghh P.dent seem, then, to reflect 

contraclictory pomaits of Ondaa je's consmiction of women. Hana provides what may be seen 

as the author's consaous response to the d e a d  of credible, vocal female characten in his pasr 
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worh, wme Kadiarine 6rmly entrenches the audior again in the projen of p r o h i b i ~ g  the 

female charmer from entering the text in any capaciry but as the controlied properry of the 

male. They are no5 however, as different as they would at 6rst appear; bath, for example, 

reflect Ondaatje's f a d a r  authorial distance fiom any identification with the fernale. The 

fieshed-out male characters in The Eng/isb Patient, as in other texn, offer reflections of authorial 

masculinity, while the female characters are overwhelmingly 'other' - the unknown, not- 

enalely understood speues which exists almost-centdy in the iives of male characters without 

the benetit of their, or the author's, complete comprehensîon. The woman is instead, as 

E w a y  srates, "the other as the image of the one," merdy a part of the heterosesual contract, 

who is neu-er W y  d e h e d  escept by her opposition to the male; she is only "an image. So any 

move roward the oher  means tuming back to the attraction of one's one mirage. A (scarcely) 

living mlror, she/it is frozen, mute7' (207). 

Although such critics as Geecha Ganapathy-Dore argue that Hana is the "sun around 

whichrl the male characten in the text "revolve" (96), 1 would suggest that the Engiish patient 

constitutes the cext's centre. Because Ondaatje is so consuous of forging a comection betu-een 

his textual male proragonisn and the w r i ~ g  self, bis preference for masculine centres is 

scarcely surpnslig. One illustration of this preference may be seen in his focus on h a s y  

rather than on Katharine. Like many of his previous works, The Englib Patient d i e s  largely on 

historical figures as templates for the construction of characten; with w o  such templates to 

work from, he, predictably, has chosen that of Count Laszlo Ede Almasy. 

Ondaa j e  daims that he began w r i ~ g  the novel with a single image - thar of a man, 

falling burning from the sicf - even though, as Steven Totosy de Zepemek points ou5 any 

historical account of ALmasy oniy details thar he "is supposed to have died a feu? yem afier the 
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Second World War in Egypt" (145). Radier than taking Erom the historical Almasy the 'facts' of 

his life and death, then, Ondaa je seems to borrow prhcipally from h a s y ' s  life the template 

of his cunous dual fascination with cartography and widi aviation, since the drawing of 

boundaries on Land and the apparent erasure of those boundaries in the sky Xe a major focus 

of the ficrional Almasfs character as well as of the histoncal ALmasy. As Totosy de Zepemek 

also points ou& Ondaa je's Kathaine Clifion is, iike Ahasy ,  loosely based on a histoncal 

figure: that of Lady Claj-ron East Clayton, wife of Sir Robert Clayton East Clayton wich whom 

Amasy explored the Libyan desea m e  Ondaatje's Katharine, Lady Clayton accompanied her 

husband on his expeditions. Unlike the fictional Katharine, however, she was also "a ver). 

expeeenced pilot'' and a "talented sculpter" who, like the fictional Almasy, a c d y  

"plurnrneted to her death" inexplicably during a short £iight (T'otosy de Zepemek, 146-147). 

Alrhough Totosy de Zepetnek notes that "Ondaa je did not create [Katharine] Clifton based 

on her histoncal persona, Lady Clayton" (147), he suggests that it "would be a most rewarding 

exercise to analyse The Eng/ish Pa~ent from the point of view of feminist l i te rq  and 

interdisuphary critiusm" (152), because the real Lady Clayton was a more accomplished and 

anistically talented figure than Ondaa je's Katharine. Cerrainly, the historical Lady Clayton 

possessed a more irnpressive resume in rems of her accomplishments in a 'man's world' than 

Ondaa je's Katharine does, and she appears to have iived a f a s c i n a ~ g  life independendy of 

either Ahasy's or her husband's ~tories.~ The differences between the w o  are indeed 

inmguing and have a geat deal to do uith the representation of gender in the novel. 

As W.M. Verhoeven notes, The English Pan'ent, iike many of Ondaa je's novels, deais 

with the exploration of the "problematic and indeterminate nature" of identicy; his tests 

question "the nature and ongin of the self and [explore] ways to reflect and represent the self in 
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verbal consmcn" (22). In di Ondaaje's r e m  the male figure as central 'self is problemaozed, 

in that m y  realization that there is one "essential, knowable self7 is deemed impossible 

(Verhoeven, 24). BiIig the R d ,  Charles 'Buddf Bolden, and even Paaick Lewis all illustrate the 

tension between the language that constructs them and the language they deploy to construct 

themselves. \Ti& the -lier fernale chancters, that tension is less perceptible because Ondaatje 

has simply piaced too much distance between the actual character and d e  language that 

represents her to allow ber to assert any sort of se% the femde selfis, in other words, o. the 

'other' to the male self/speaker/author. In The Eng/irh Pa/ient, however, Ondaa j e  does artempt 

to construct Hana as a character r e f l e c ~ g  a sense of this 'self, one that is potentidy 

unlÿlowable, yet worthy of a gendered examination. 

Ondaa je  begins his ueamient of Hana's identity historically, in rhe wake of Patrick's 

death; the pain caused by his dearh and by the many deaths she had witnessed before his 

essentïally marks Hana as ernorionally wounded - like the English patient himself. It is afier 

the death of Pauiclg for example, that Hana 'ends her war' by tuming away from the uoops 

leaving Italy and choosing to stay with the bumed patient who - perhaps lilce Hana herself - is 

too fragile to be moved. It is also after Pauick's death that Hana cuts her hair, an action 

clelessly symbolic in literacure and films as a nansformauon of self, a mark of change. Indeed, 

Ondaatje presents the action as a "contract" Hana malies with herself, a fragile assertion of 

conuol in a world where the 'contracrs' of caring for her patients exist "only und death" (51). 

The action resonates in the test as a specificail~r femaie act - the long hair of youth and a 

p d c u l a r  form of femùlinity is shorn, refleccing a spme boyishness that suggests a rejecaon of 

a traditionally ferninine persona Curiously, long hair is a cenad s p b o l  in the text noc only 

does it represent traditional femininiry, but it also represents a pre-war Hana who is healthy and 
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unconsuaùiedP When she cuts her hair afier Patrick's death, she metaphorically shears away 

any 1Lik to her very recent and far too painful p s t  She mts ir a h  waklig from sleep "on the 

floor beside a mamess where someone 1ay dead", widi "the irritation of its presence dilàng the 

previous days still in her mind - when she had bent forward and her hair had touched blood in 

a wound" (49). After cutting iq she contends that now "[s]he wodd have nothing to link her, 

to lock her, ro death" (50). She h e p s  her haïr cut short throughout the novel - Ondaatje 

remLidLig the reader several cimes that she contkues to cut it - und the narrator, through the 

imaginings of Kirphal Singh, sees Hana aker the war, %er hair longer, in her own country" 

(219,300). The image here of Hana with her haïr 'restored' to its fomer length would seem to 

signal Hana's ultirnate release fkom the 'contract' she invenred for herself in order to 

symbolically and literally sever the link between herself and the death preüpitated by the 

surrounding war. 

We also learn, however, chat long hair signals a ferninine vulnerabilicy in males: when 

the young sapper, Kirphal Singh, or Kip, spreads his long haïr out to dry in the Sun, he seems 

"suddedy vulnerable" in this "fragile posture, lookng more lke a corpse from a myth than 

a n m g  living or human" (217). O d y  in washing or in lovernaking is his hak set fiee. But in 

lovemaking, replacing the figure of a corpse is the figure of a woman: "At night, when she lets 

his hair free, he is once more another constellation ... She holds an Indian goddess in her arms, 

she holds wheat and nbbons. As he bends over her it poun. She c m  tie ir against her vinst As 

he moves she keeps her eyes open to wimess the gnats of elecnicity in his haïr in the darkness 

of the tent" (218). In this passage Ondaa je  transfoms Kïp into a female "goddess" whose 

hair, like hngda D.'s in The Co//cted Wororkr ofB. the Ki4 is connected to elecnicity; Angela's 

"bIack hair swiveI[s] off her / shattering the pillow ... the tail gawb- body s p i ~ g  decmc / off 
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the sheen to my ami" (16). W e  Angela's body is compared to "machines," Kip's body is 

figured as natural, as "wheat," and his hair offers ornamental "ribbons" which Hana " c m  

tie...against her wrist". Kip is iiluseated in this passage, through a syrnbolic gender reversal 

(from male to 'goddess'), as reinsta~g Hana's rejected femininity; as supplying for her an 

aspect of her former self that she had left behind. She can set his haïr 'free' here as a sjmbol of 

spirinid freedom which she will not d o w  herself when alone, r e s m c ~ g  herself instead to 

living iike a vagrant', wïth her one dress, shom hair, stolen shoes and harnrnock She is shoum, 

in other words, to need hirn to set her own 'seif' free again. And with the dear symbolic Ihk of 

long hair to femininicy, it would seem that this original self is speci£kaiiy fernale and that Kip, 

the male, will ultlnateiy dow her to redaim her body, and her self, as female. 

Hana is constructed from the novel's start as C d t i V a ~ g  for herself a screen of 

anonymicy, removing fkom herself the signs or markers of identity. Hair is just one such 

maricer. Another is her narne. Hana is not narned in the test und Caravaggio's aniva.1; up to this 

point she is o d y  'she' or the 'young wornan'. It is as if, after Caravaggio's entrante, she musc 

admit that she does indeed possess a name, an identity, and a pasr that are known and cannot 

be escaped completely. She is discovered, quite literdy, by Caravagjo, who sees in Hana the 

relative chdd she was when he last saw her. His presence, then, links her to her chrldhood self 

and to a childlike status - a link that is reinforced by her nearly-achieved desire to "turn aura)- 

fiom being an adult" (52). From the begiMing of the novel, then, she is essentially hot- 

herself; she is only a woman who is intent on rejecting her past and the markers that place her 

in a speufic past, country, and even gender. And even when Hana is 'discovered' by 

Caravaggio, who smps away her cultivated anonyrnîty because he 'hew her when', she is s d  

for a tirne only a woman cultivatïng her own smail world, limiting the ounvard signs of any 
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identi) beyond the 'essentiais', and sevekg herself £rom the markes of gender. 

Ondaatje presents Hana frorn the novei's beginning as building the smdest world for 

henelf, afier her larger world of fiiends and f d y  has coiiapsed around her: she keeps for 

herselfody her "harnmock and her shoes and her frock She was s e m e  in the miniature world 

she had built; the nvo ocher men seerned distant planes, each in his own sphere of memory 

and solitude" (47). Quite dearly, she sets herselfapart fiom the other inhabitants of the villa 

and leaves unrnarked the new space she occupies. The hamrnoclq for example, allows Hana ro 

remain mobile, transient as a "vagrant" (while the English patient "reposed in hs bed lilce a 

hg1') without identif'ing herself with any panicdar space (14). Her shoes, stolen f?om a dead 

man under her care, allow her to wak quietiy, ski-clig the loud, belligerem taik of men (12). 

Just as she cuts her hair, Hana erases an+g deemed excessive. E'hen Kip imagines Hana 

goum f d l y  again afier the war, for esample, he thinks about " her haïr longer, in her own 

counuy," "ail he can vjimess is her character and the lengthening of her dark hair, which f d s  

again and then again into her eyes" (300). It may be hopeful or tender for Kip to imagine Hma 

as growing into herself afier the trauma of the war, but his sense of her & m e  nevertheless 

c o n b s  that the self she represents at the villa is actually an aberration -- a closing off of the 

self against the possibility of further wounding. 

She is from the start damaged by the death and emotional pain that revolve around 

men: the death of her father, and d of the soldiers under her care who once "treated her like 

gold because [she] was female" (85). In this, it seems her gender - as well as her general past - 

is being rejected because of the pain that has accornpanied her identification with being fernale. 

However, the end of the novel infers that she has recovered, with t h e ,  and because of the 

relationships she has had with the English patienc, Caravaggio, and Kip. And it is primarily the 
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heterosesual relationship Mth Kip that pemiits Hana to express a joy she cannot allow herself 

und his arrivai, to redaim, perhaps, a lost self that existed before the text begins. 

The character of Hana is consmcted as female in the text p ~ a p a l l y  through 

Ondaa je's emphasis on her character as 'other' to the men aromd her - in spite of her own 

efforts to 'pare down' her gendered self. As Loma Inine points out, Ondaa j e  uses the simile 

of a "lean dark gun" (10) to desaibe the Bedouin healer who cared for the English patient in 

the cieserq 

a sirnile that associates colour, violence and maleness, an association 
chromatically developed chroughout the novel. The three maie characters are 
ofien described as being da& while Hana is light. The difference ... makes these 
men seem as foreign as Kip when he worked arnong the bise white fatherly 
men' (EP 105) of the Bntish secret senice. (143) 

\Ve c m  see Hana within the text as being both equated uith, and differentiated from, rhe 

Bedouin healers who cared for the English patient When the English patient sees Hana, for 

esample, "at the hospid in Pisa, he thought he saw beside him the face that had corne each 

night and chewed and sofiened the dates and passed them doum into his mouth" (6)- The dates 

of the Bedouin healer recaii, here, the plums that Hana tenderly peels and places in the English 

~aaent's mouth. However, we are also told that Hana differs from the male healers in that the' 
A 

saved him for his 

presented to hirn 

fiom the patient 

Ondaatje 

" u s e ~ e s s " ,  esacting "pajment with his skill" at identi+g the weapons 

(21). As her 'pa~menh' Hana does not exact anyihuig but a reciprocd heallig 

posits the Engiish patient as a replacement for her father (Zarb, 72), and the 

patient cares for Hana accordingly, in a tender and paternal fashion. Eken he 6rst sees her in 

the hospital, for example, he observes that she is "separate fkom the others" and knows fiom 

her "dead glances" that she was "more patient than nune" (95-96). As Ondaaje admits, 
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"eveqone thinks they're healing everybody else, in some way, but they're all wounded" 

(Wachtel, 253). Those lean, dark guns in the desert reflect no such vuinerabilit).'. And 

Caravaggio tells Hana, in fact, that "those men in the desert were smarter than you. They 

assumed he could be usefd. So they saved hirn, but when he was no longer usefd they lefi 

him" (45)- Ondaaje again assem a dangerous coldness associated uith the heaIing of men, 

compared to a vulnerability associated with the female caregiver. 

Even in her role as caregivcr, then, Hana is d e r a b l e ,  and appears to require the care 

of her pauen~ Although the two dearly need each other, it remains dear that the cenual figure 

is the paàenc Ondaatje assem in another inteMew thaq dthough "there are four characters in 

the book, for me, I reaily see that the patient and Kip are the NO that take the cencer stage and 

Hana and Caravaggio are the watchers in this book. Although their healing is crucial to the 

book, they are sort of the watchers to the stor)." (Zarb, 72-73). In contrast with his other 

portrayals of females, however, Ondaa je's pomayal of Hana involves his g r a n ~ g  of a voice 

with u;hich she c m  assert her own 'side of the story.' Her perspective as a 'watcher' is 

considered important to the book. She is even, in one passage, permitted to point out 

Ondaa je's own authonal penchant for populaàng his texts with more credible males than 

females. Going out of the house to snetch, Hana notes that there are "[t]oo many men in the 

house. Her mouth leans against the bare ami ofher shoulder. She smeiis her skin, the 

familiarit). of it. One's own taste and flavour" (90). Such a passage provides the reader with 

some indication that Ondaatje is consuously addressing the absence of a female perspecnve in 

previous texts, dowing Hana a sensual self that is autonomous and independent of any male 

involvement The passage thus seems to address the fact that, as De Laureus points out, 

"fernale sexuality has been invariably defined both in contrast and in relation to the male" (4). 
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WMe Hana has her moment of auto-eroticism, however, that moment is bdef and swiftly 

o v e d e n  by a repeated textual emphasis on Hana's growth and healing in a speafically male - 

and heterosexual - contest Ondaatje does d o w  Hana's subjemvity to appev unrnediated 

through male experience, but he is unable to separate the reconstitution of female seifhood 

fiom the apparent healing power of the phallus. 

In another passage that reflects Hana as an autonornous being, protectbg her carefutly 

consmicted identity, Ondaatje presents Hana as asserting the danger she perceives between 

hersdf and a masculine presence in the villa. Hana attempa to place a protective wail benveen 

herself and the male, as she sits weeping, intermpted by Caravaggio's entrance, at the villa's 

kitchen table: "She began to moan so the sound would be a bamier between the- a river 

across *ch she could not be reached" (44). Aithough the threat here is deliberately presented 

as benign, with Caravaggio described as caring only for her mental state - "The deepest 

sorrow, he thoughr Where the onlp wap to sunive is to =cavate everything'' (44) - the 

author's attention to Hana's distress, provoked here by a male entering her guarded space, 

indicates an awareness on Ondaatje's part of the boundaries that she erects benveen herself and 

men. Hana here observes and attempts to protect herseif agaulst a perceived sexual threar She 

warns Caravaggio: "Don't touch me if you're going to a). and fuck me" (44) - a statement 

which resonates with Hana's learned distrust of men. 

Ondaa je allows Hana to explain her anger and distrust in a speech that is presented 

later in the text, and focuses on her erpenences as a female nurse. She delivers this speech to 

the "undet'-like (85) Caravaggio, explaining both the reasons for her withdrawal fkom 'officiai' 

nursing and her preoccupation with the English patient By cultivaMg t h i s  uust benveen the 

nvo characters, Ondaatje provides an audience for Hana's d i s ~ c t l y  female perspectives on her 
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war experiences. She speaks here of the "hunger" of men, of her fatigue with "just being lusted 

at" by soldiers who wanted from her the "last dances before they died" - by those and who 

called her a 'snob' because she "stepped away" from it al1 (85). Although w a d g  to r e m  

home, Hana maintains simply that "there was no one at home" (85). She speaks of herself and 

of women generally as a commodity of war, as having ody  a s e x d  value in a war populared 

prinüpally by men? By inference, we gather that she sees herself in the same way at the villa: 

once again vjith 'too many men' who are percenied as s e x d j -  threatenlig, =cepr for the 

English patient, who is immobile, a mirror of her bumed father, with his "penis sleeping Like a 

seahorse" (4). The passage wodd then seem to serve as an i n t e r e s ~ g  crincal evaluation of the 

female experience in wartime - a subject not traditionally handled in male wxi&gs about war. 

Contestually, however, the reader knows chat Kip has already made his anîvai at the 

villa and his distinct impression on Hana, who notes his "shLtless brown body" PZ) and 

watches hirn through field glasses (76). Athough Ondaa je  might be suggestïng that Hana is 

replaàng the (hïs) too-often present male gaze with her own, rhis seems unlikely when 

examined in the context of the characters' actions. Hana's h a i  asseraon to Caravaggio -- diat 

"mt has been a long he...since 1 thought of anything to do with a man" (85) - is immediately 

foilowed by a description of Kip's cunous habits and of his impact on their established iife at 

the villa. The assertion of femaie desire, then, is really just a prelude io a justification for a 

heterosexual romance that seemingly "heals" the relendess commodificauon of the female 

body. 

The romance itself proceeds tentatively. At hst ,  we see Hana as "put out that the 

sapper had strolled casually into this domain, seemed able to surround her, be everywhere" 

(88). The scripted rem& again innoduces a female perspective (on male conuol and power) as 
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a plot device that is designed, it would seem, to heighten the tension between the potential 

lovers und the eventual intimacy occurs. Nthough it does, of course, occur, Ondaatje 

comp5cates his habitua1 presentation of male desire and female submission to that desire, widi 

the cornplexin/ of Kip's sexualiry. Kip not only appears as a "goddess" to Hana (217), but he is 

fasànated with an androgynous sratue, t e h g  Hana "he had slept beside one [staw who was 

a grïeving angel, haif male, haLf female, that he had found beautifd. He had lain baclc, looking 

at the body, and for the hrst t h e  during the war felt at peace" (90). Kip, like Hana, possesses 

characteristics that straddle Ondaa je's usud boundaries between the male and the female. 

Cleariy, in his construction of both Hana and Kip, Ondaa j e  is a t t e r n p ~ g  to 'nouble' 

the boundaries of gender. Just as we see in Ondaatje's previous work the "disappcxxance of 

[the] srable and absolute fiames of reference" pe-g to genres of wriüng, in The Engli~b 

Pahënt he seems to be r e j e c ~ g  an). 'stable frarnes of reference' for ses and gender (Llarena- 

Ascanio, 20). Thar said, though, Ondaatje neverrheless seerns to resist that veq  rejection, to re- 

stabilize the mansgression of those fiames. Aftcr Hana has aided Kip with the d ismanhg of a 

bomb, Ondaaje shows Kip at war with himself, with his desire and his sense of responsibiii~. 

The narrator tells us £ k t  that Kip "is now watching Hana as someone young and alone ... he 

had begun to fear her presence during the afiemoon dismanding. He had to remove it, or she 

would be with him each rLne he approached a fuze. He would be pregnant with her" (114). 

The passage again produces a kind of gender reversal in the two characters: Kip is 'pregnant' 

with something he feels he musc destroy in a strange recapidation of Hana's earlier temiinated 

pregnancy. But then Kip corrects himself, as if admirting that he had been creating 

justifications for avoiding a relationship with Hana: 



No. That wasn't me.  He wanted Hana's shoulder, wanted to place his paim 
over it as he had done in the sunlight when she slepr and he had lain there as if 
in someone's rifle sights, awicward with her ... He did not want comfort but he 
wanted ro surround the girl with it, to guide her from this room. He refused to 
beiieve in his own weaknesses, and with her he had not found a weakness to fit 
himself against Neither of them was wiiling to reveal such a possibility to the 
other. (114) 

Here Ondaatje at once irnplies a fluidiq to the boundaries of gender and denies that fluidity: 

Kip h d y  asserts that it is essenudy more 'correct' to possess a patemal atritude towards 'the 

girl,' more correct ro comfort and guide her. Suangely, the passage seems to reflect Ondaatje's 

own authonal process of de-stabilizing traditional gender construction o d y  to provide a &m 

and well-trod-on Çoundation for re-establishing stereotypical gender roles. 

On the sarne page, Ondaatje shows Hana as 'enraged' with Kip's patemalism "earlier, 

when she saw that he had left the window alcove [upon hearing a bomb blast] .,.. Knowïng that 

he was protecting them like children from the mine ... It had been an insult" (1 14). But agaLi, 

instead of sening to assert any real rejection of this paternalism, Hana's female ouuage serves 

mainly to provide fuel for the sexual tension beween the w o ,  u n d  the chapter culminates in a 

standoff: "Now if he moves towards her she wdl stare him out, 4 . l  treat him to a similar 

silence. Let him guess, make a move. She has been approached before by soldiers" (1 15). 

Findg, it is Kip who snips the wires of the Engiish patient's hearing aid, to allow a sIy privas 

for the new couple. Despite Ondaatje's ca reu  efforts to assert equality beween the MO, the 

effect of the few pages is to ultimately d o w  Kip's daring, charm, and patemal 'responsibiliry' to 

woo and win the Msty, but h d y  receptive wornanG The gender boundaries are thus re- 

established. 

In representing the sexual relationship beween Hana and Kip, Ondaa je  mairiralis 
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such boundaries; Kip govems the relationship by keeping a distance benueen their respective 

'woùds'. It is Kip, for exampie, who appears to insist on the month of "formal celibaq 

benueen theml' (225), although Ondaa j e  here pomays the decision as mutual, its ongin 

indeterminate: "1 don't want to be fucked. 1 don't want to fuck you. Where he had Ieamed it or 

she had who knows, in such youdi" (225). Only Kip's desire, additionaily, is mentioned, a 

desire that "completed irseLfonly in his deepesr sleep while in the a r m s  of Hana, his orgasm 

something more to do with the pull of the moon, a mg of his body by the Nght" (225). Female 

desire is not mentioned in any form. We oniy leam that "he is a tender lover" (1261, uGch 

again places Hana's sexual satisfaction in his hands. 

We are also told earlier that Kip desires "the c o d o n  of sleep" that Hana provides for 

hirn (reminiscent of the comfon his Ayah provided in his youth), when she "sleeps beside hirn 

virtuous as a sister ... the sapper's body dows nodilig to enter him that cornes from anocher 

world. A boy in love who wïil not eat the food she gathers, who does not need or want the 

dmg in a necdle she could slide into his arm" (226). He does not, therefore, d o w  Hana to 

occupy the phallic position, as she may be seen as occupying in ternis of the morphine needles 

she gives to the English patient And it is Kip, too, who determines the "spacel' mainrained 

"between them during the day", although the narrator assures us that she "likes the distance he 

leaves her, the space he assumes is their right" (127). The relationship is determined bp Kip, his 

desire, his amival and deparnire, and his insisrence on his "self-sufficiency" -- his "ability to turn 

so easily away fiom the world" (128) that recds the lone figure of Hazen Lewis in I n  rhe  Jkin of 

a lion. It is Kip who is allowed to determine even the equality that Ondaa j e  attempts to 

emphasize between the two. It is his voice that notes die absence of weaimess in Hana as 

equaling his own (1 14); and it is his hand, reachlig for Hana's light afier the 'contest' in the 



in the da& library, that " [nims] off her light so they are equal in darlcness (225). 

In the sesual relationship between ALmasy and Katharine, there is a sirnilar ambiguit). 

surrounding the issue of gender - an emphasis placed on the equaliq- of the m70 lovers in 

terms of chacacter and strength, cornbined with subde, yet forceful, etchings of male control. 

This relationship cham a temtory wholiy familiar for Ondaarje, since it is described and 

recounted through the voice of the male English paient, believed at t h i s  point to be Count 

h s y .  hallmas>, as the English patient, thus controls the representation of K a t h h e  through 

reference to his own desires: "1 am a man who fasts und 1 see what 1 a;antV (235). And 

although it is Katharine who approaches him sexuaiiy - "1 want o u  to ravish me" (236) - we 

are rold, through the English patient, that it "was if she had handed me a knife. VViithui a month 

1 was her lover" (236). The spectre of the knife suggests several diings here. On a narrative 

level, the h f e  is, like iee Lacanian phdus, an assemon of the English pauent's pnvilege and 

position as a masculine authoriv that cannot be gainsaid; on a metaphoric level, the knife is the 

deadly sesual weapon which Iaus Katharine, Geoffiey Clifion, and ultimately the Engiish 

paüent/illmasy himself Their relationship is suffùsed descripav+ with such violent imagery. 

Kadiarine, for esarnple, drearns sesually of h a s y  before they become lovers: "They had been 

bent over like anirnals, and he had yoked her neck back so she had been unable to breathe 

uithin her arousal" (149). A year later, the dreams are described as c o n ~ u i n g ,  and, though 

they are more peacefd, "she recded the hands at her neck and waited for the mood of 

calrnness berneen them EO Werve to violence" (150). Kadiarine is shourn as recogniung, 

waking, that her "desire to slap hm... was sexual" too (150). 

This is a moment in which the female occupies the space of violence that is usually 

reserved for the male in Ondaa je's tests. Although she 'hands' Aimasy 'the knife' to begin di& 
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sesual relaaonship, she remains not only irnplicated in the violence that continues as the 

relationship progresses - "He would step into an embrace with her, glancing fïrst to see what 

moveable objects were around" (154) - but also presented as the prùiapal maker of @teral) 

scars. Aimas). goes over his "Est of wounds," induding the "bite marks" of a " fork that entered 

the back of his shoulder," the "bruises or a bandaged head," a "welt" on his forearm (153-1 54), 

while we learn nothing of Katherine's b o d y  markings - at least not und the passage 

descrïbing her death. The nanator additionally presents Katharine as M y  \villing to accept her 

role as author of these scars when, impatient with her husband and  mad dos's being unable to 

esplain Alrnasy's sudden wealth of w-ounds, she suggests slyly: "Maybe it's a u-oman he 

met..L.ook, isn't that a woman's scratch or bite?" (154). 

The scan in Tbe Eng41h Patient are treated as the 'narural' gih of love: "1 believe in such 

cartography," the English patient asserts, "to be rnarked by nanue, not jusc to label ourselves 

on a map Wre the narnes of rich men and women on buildings. We are cornrnunal histones, 

communal book. W'e are not owned or monogamous in our taste or espenence" (261). 

TestuaUy, then, we learn through Aimas). that these scars on Alrnasy and Katharine are not 

necessarily or exdusively- the etchings of ownership, but instead serve as signs r ep resen~g  

expesïence with the 'other' nature - an ex~esience that is deiivered kom a male standpoint, 

unmacked by access to that 'other nature'. And in ALnasy's reference to being 'madred by 

nature', we might also see woman as being identified £irrniy with nature as Mother Earth, 

because, in De Laureus' words, she appears in this test to be associated uith "the womb, the 

e a h ,  the space of [the hero's] movement" (43). Katharine may therefore noot be blamed for 

leaving such marks, since it is apparently " n a d "  to leave scars. m e n  Caravaggio is &sr 

'rnarked' by the female photographer who captures him on hLn, he does not blarne her: "1 \vas 
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caught jumping from a woman's window. That woman 1 told you about, who took the 

photograph. Not her fault" (54). Neither does he blame the woman who is cded  in to c m  off 

hk thumbs when he is later marked: she was "an innocent, knew nothing about me, my narne 

or nationality or what I may have done" (56). 

Sirnilarly, Katharine is descnbed by the English patient as "an innocent," who, during 

their fïrst w l a ,  snidies him with "an unconquerable face ... surprised at something in Fm]" 

( 2  44)- The English patient, Mie the speaker in the poem "The T m e  Around Scars," who 

contemplates, somewhat nostalgicdy, a wornan who receives a scar from him, assigns no 

blame for the scamng. Instead this marking is an "LiÜmate exchange and echo of childhood 

history, of scar, of m e r  of kiss" (EP 153). However, unlike the scar inflicted in Ondaa je's 

e d y  poem, or this reference to an ' i nha te  exchange' of scars, mmy scars in The Engizsh Pahent 

are not the subjects for poeac, wisçful reverie. Caravaggio's thumbs are cur off; his hands - 

perhaps a duefs mosr valuabIe possession - are desuoyed. The English patient hirnself 

becornes a scar, marked so severely by his relationship with Katharine and its consequences 

that he is tumed inside out, lefi with no identis; and no name that he wishes to recall. His 

disfigured body seems an extension of the scarring begun by Katharine, and their passionate, 

violent relanonship. 

The cext does suggest that it is Alrnasy who daims responsibiliry for the violence of his 

relationship slth Katha.rine. Afier Geoffrey Clifion crashes the plane, killLig hirnself and badly 

wounding Katharine, Ahasy takes her to the Cave of Swîmmers. It is here k a t  he 'uanslates' 

KathaMe into something "eternal," taking the painr from the cave drawings to mark her body: 



He iooked up to the one cave painting and stole the colours fiom it. The ochre 
went into her face, he daubed blue around her eyes..-The pubis. Hoops of 
colour around her legs so she would be immune to the human. There were 
traditions he had discovered in Herotodus in which old wmiors celebrated 
their loved ones by l o c a ~ g  and holding them in whatever world made them 
etemal - a co1ourfb.I fluid, a Song, a rock draukg. (248) 

We are cold that Katharine "was a woman who uanslated her face when she put on makeup" 

(248), a reference which seems to muffle the impact of dùs a m  the man transla- the w-oman, 

and 'holding' her in the world of his choosing - 'imrnorraliung' her, essentially, as his lover. 

A suggestion of the possible impropriety of this act comes a few pages later, as the 

English paûent uimesses "the terrible snarl, violent and i n h a t e "  from a dying Kadiarine, as if 

a "crearure had enrered h d '  (260). And in the passage following, he reveals thar 

I was taught as a cMd about the demon lover. 1 was told about a beautifid 
tempuess who came to a man's room. And he, if he were wise, w-ouid 
demand that she nim around, because demons and witches have no bacli, only 
what they wish to present to you. What had 1 done? M a t  animal had 1 
delivered into her? ... Had 1 been her demon lover? ... This country - had I 
charted it and nimed it into a place of war? (260) 

hlmasv, here, attempts co understand, in retrospecq whac he has done to his beloved Katharine 

and hs beloved desen Thar the nvo are comected or hsed is made dear diroughout the test- 

The fernale body as country, or landscape is, as I have argued, a r e c h g  mouf in Ondaa je's 

work. Such symbolism is reflected in die novel in the recurrent instances of the cartographer's 

namlig of the land wlth a lover's name, as if to simulate the comfon he h d s  in a woman: "a 

man in the desert can slip into a name as if within a discovered well, and Li its shadowed 

coohess be tempted never to leave such containment" (1 40-1 41). h a s y  d h a t e l y  marks 

Katharine as she marked him, their relaaonship, like the desert, 'ûanslacingl into a theatre of 

war. In the war benveen the two of them and Geofhey Clifton, Katharine emerges e~plicidj* as 



the site that is evenmaliy ma.rked. 

With the markng of K a t h e ~ e ' s  body, h s y  seems to Iav h a 1  daim to hm, for 

although she says that she hates "ownership", he neverrheless wishes to possess her. This is 

made dear even before the plane accident, in the apamnent in Cairo, when h a s y  ksists: 

"This is my shoulder ... not her husband's, this is my shoulder" (156). And in die cave, he 

registers that he "knew he already had her nature tight in his fist" (248). In spite of his own 

sense of responsibility for the violence/passion he has released - a passion / violence that 

culminates in his own burned body - Almas). does no t regret the marking: "We die containing 

a nchness of lovers and Mbes ... 1 wïsh for ail this to be marked on my body d e n  1 am dead" 

(261). And di this is indeed marked on h a s y ,  textually, for h o u g h  the bumed body we 

learn of dus stoq - his version. r2lmasy ultïmateiy 'aans1atest his own desires rhrough the body 

of the femaie. 

In an earlier passage, Ondaa j e  emphasizes this male ft-ranslanon' of the female body, 

af6rming that whac is being oanslated is male desire onto that body. Syrnbolically, the passage 

reneates a scene mlrnessed by the English panent while being cared for by the Bedouin: the 

semen of a Young boy "arousing himself' in a dance is coilecred and given to the English 

patient as a gifS for "Mn die desert you celebrate nothing but water" (23). Katharine, "a woman 

urho had grown up within gardens, arnong moismess Aways happier in raintl (1 7O), lies dead in 

the dese- and is given the sarne 'gifc' of water/semen by the English pa8ent "1 approached 

her naked as 1 would have done in o u  South Cairo room, w a n ~ g  to undress her, still wanting 

to love her1' (170). hlthough the passage is not expliut in identi@ng a sesual act here, that acc 

is quite deady irnplied: "Felhomaly. The dusk of gaves. With the connotation of intimaq- 

there berneen the dead and the living1' (170)? 



The necrophilic amaction that the English patient expresses towards Katharine is 

Alrnasy's &ai 'giH to Katharine - the gifi of water in the parched atmosphere of the desert to 

one who has valued it highly. She also "would have hated to die without a name" (170), but it is 

a narne the English patient cannot gram her - evcept for in the story he passes on to Hana, 

Caravaggio and the reader. There is some guilt irnplied by the English patient about the 

'felhomalyf, however, which he justifies through passion. "\Yhat is terrible in what 1 did?" he 

asks his listenen: "Donfr we forgive everything of a lover? We forgive selfishness, desire, guile. 

As long as we are the motive for it You can make love to a woman uith a broken arm, or a 

woman &th fever. She once sucked blood from a cut on my hand as I had tasted and 

s,vdowed her rnenstrud blood" (170). Reciprocity between the dead and the hing, however, 

is difficult at besc. And dirough Ondaa je's arcicdation of KathaMe as a dead body that is 

marked by Almasfs vision of their earlier love and lasr sesual act, Ondaa j e  allows, however 

tenderly, the fernale to rest as a corporeal symbol for male sesual inscription, as forever 

receptive and eremally d e h e d  by his imaginings. 

Ondaa je, however, complicates this lasMg sjmboi by dismantling ir in the airplane - 

die  body f d s  apart. m a t  has been inscnbed disappears. As the English patient has been 

"disassembled" by Kathaxine in love (133), so is she - as her body - quite literaily 

disassembled. In che airplane, Katharine's body is transformed into acacia branches: "A branch 

breaks free of her shirr. Acacia and borie" (173). And as oil spius and catches £ire with a spark, 

her body ljteraliy disintegates in his vision: "acacia Nngs, leaves, the branches that were shaped 

into m s  uncoiling around b... The woman translated into leaves and migs, the broken glass 

to the siq like a jaw above hkn" (173). According to Stephen Scobie, the moment Alrnasy's 

hand breaks the glass to the cocic~it "is, in Ondaaje's imager); the moment the self-destructive 
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artist most hiiy dedares h s e i f ,  both as h s t  and as victim - victim of the violence he evokes 

in those around him, and victirn also of the violence within hirnself, within his own art" (102). 

The artïst, Ondaaje, is creator and destroyer, as we have seen in so many of his works, aeating 

here the qmbol, receptade for male desire, only to disrnantie it, and in doing so, 

acknowledging his own culpabiliy in its hagile construction. For the woman is dearlp draum as 

a syrnbol here: the tree in die desert which has absorbed the smoke from the fire he made in 

the cave with acaua branches (248). Perhaps additionally she is the smoke kom the "rwig fie1' 

near which she recited the poem that caused him to fall in love with her (143) - only to f i n d y  

becorne, like hkn, a £ire herself, ultirnately unreadable. 

Katharine is consuucted through the Engiish patient's natrative as, in many ways, his 

mirroc his narrative reflects both her, and the way that he sees himsdf. The narrator, for 

euample, has the English patient describe himself, too, as feeling as if "he contains smoke," as 

if "eveqzhing is rnissing frorn his body" (1 57) afier rhe relationship with Katharine ends. The 

symbolic aansformation of Katharine into buming acacia leaves, then, would seem to recali 

this reference - the hem, the " o r p  of  he," is broken, darnaged ineparably (97). This parailel, 

iike manp of the other parallels drawn benveen Hana and Kip, may allow some discussion of 

Ondaa je's construction of femaie as a rnitror to the male, in action and in consmcted image. 

ils in In the Jkin ofa Lion, the female is consmcted as a way to reflect the male, an image in 

which the male protagonîst c m  defme himself. There are, indeed, m q  mirror images - 

Literally, the sarne images reversed - throughout The Engksh Patient. The English patient and 

Kip, for example, mirror Kiphgls Kim: "In recent days, Hana had watched w p ]  sitting beside 

the English patieng and it seemed to her a reversal of Kim. The young student was now Indian, 

the wise old teacher was English" (1 11). In a different kind of reversal, Hana gets inserted into 
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this mirroc when she reads to the English patienc, "it was Hana who was the Young boy in the 

story" (1 11). The English patient himsdf may be seen as a micror for Hana, a c ~ g  as a 

reflective "pool for her" (41) in which she c m  see her bumed father. 

But mirrors, we see in the text, c m  also reflect the unrecognizab1e. When Hana 

g h p s e s  herself in a mirror and notes the reflection as specificdy female , for instance, she 

responds: "'She' ...'Hi Buddy,' she said. She peered into her look, +g ro recognize herself' 

(52). &Linors are unreliable. Literdy, they show the self reversed, the aspect of the self thar is 

unknown. As the English patient observes: "When we are young we do not look into mirrors. 

It is when we are oId, concerned with our name, olu legend, what our Iives will mean to the 

funire" (141). Similar1y9 the test operates as a rnirror on many levels: "A novel is a rnirror 

w a h g  down a road" (91). For Ondaatje, though, who can reach through the rnirror to access 

the male image, the female is stili unattainable. With Hana, he notes h n d y  that "there is 

somehulg in her brow now that only she can recognize in a minor'' (301), confimùng his 

inabiliry as author to M y  represent her. 

A distance, or an unbridgeable wall of gender, similarlj- remalis benveen Almasy and 

KarhaBne, who functions as his mirror image. In love, at least temporarily, these wds  are 

pemiicred to drop. Like the walls in the bombed out villa, which d o w  Hana's glimpses of Kip, 

and Kipts of Hana, there are spaces where intknacy may occur. Ondaatje, speaking to Wfachtel 

about his creation of the d a ,  admits that he "had to remove some of the furriinire and 

displace some of the wds"  (252). This, we may assert, ailows entrance into the space of the 

'other', othemise prohibited by soual and personal barriers. Alrnasy speaks of the w d s  

Katharine places around herself, "the wd of her class", and then the wails erected because of 

the confusion of separation: "she rnisinterpren his behaviour, assuming this is whar he wants, 
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and doubles the sue of the wall to protect herseIf' (135). She, in tum, speaks of his walls 

erected with "angry jokes" amidst Company, the bittemess and self-suf&ïency (172) he resorts 

to in his separation 60m her. It is when these walls are My in place that the English patient 

"bought pale brown cigarette papers and glued them into sections of T e  Hisock that recorded 

wars that were of no interest to him. He wrote d o m  ali her arguments against him. Glued into 

the book - gixing himself only the voice of the watcher, the listener, the 'he"' (1 72). Ondaa je's 

metaficaonal reference to ALmasy's rewriting of history - his substitunon of himself for 

another "he" - forges U s  benveen A h a s y  and Ondaa je as authors who may weU arrempt to 

"displace some of the wails" erected around gender distinctions; but those wails are consrantly 

replaced by the consistenq of the male gaze of the female other. 

h a s y  dearly regards Katharine - like his 'cornmonplace book,' The Histonir., into 

which he pastes his choice of material - as a kind of wsc: "Her life uith others no longer 

inrerests [;Umasy] ... He wants the minute and secret reflection benveen hem, the depth of field 

minimai, dieir foreignness intimate Mie nvo pages of a dosed book" (155). As mirror here, 

Katharine is a 'foreign' reflection. The possibiliry of intimacy esists, but union - because of the 

absent autonom)? of the female - is impossible. D. hfark Simpson notes more specificaily that 

the 

insistence here is not shp ly  on a utopian dissolution of alterit)., but rather on 
an irascible and tantalizing prosuniv in difference that at once compels and 
agonizes imperial ambition, irnperial memory, imperial desire caught between 
colonial and postcoIoniaI scenes. Threat and tempcation bleed together in the 
recognition that difference is neither absolute nor disrnt but viscerdy 
prosimate, and moreover illegible precisely chrough a surplus of signs - "like 
two pages of a dosed book," pressed together in a misreflection of meaning. 
(223) 

Simpson's reading is a postcolonial one, but in much of the test, gender and coloriialism are 
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dosely related. As Eve Sedgwick writes: "it may be that there exists for nations, as for genders, 

simply no normal u7q to parsake of the categorical defïnitiveness of the national, no single kind 

of 'other' of what a nation is to which all c m  by the same structuration be definitiondg 

opposed" (quoted in Simpson, 218). The female is to male whar nation is to nation: the 

differences are appareng but bluned by proximity. Even with walls removed, with intknacy 

achieved, in other words, altedc). remaïns, stubbom and persistent. 

In Aimasy's desire for the "foreignness intimate iike two pages of a dosed book," the 

hmde is 'othered' to the 'colonial' male as the 'opposite' page of texf as connecte4 but 

distinct Ondaa je  acknowledges the irnpossibility of her coionizauon in emphasizing the 

English patient's desire for i n h a c y  without collapsing the d i s ~ c t i o n  benveen self and the 

other, by retainïng the identig of the opposite page. Nonetheless, that page remains weadable 

in such intirnac).. By movïng too dosely to the page (or perhaps by reading it too dosely), he 

h d s  it becomes diegible. One wodd think that both pages should become unteadable in this 

proximic).. Ir is, however, the female thar remains blurred, for we h o w  that it is the male gaze 

that reads and translates her stol).: This observation may esplain much about Ondaatje's 

traditional representaaon of women in his texts; they are present and &MC& but also 

unrepresentabIe in ternis of the male voice. 

This authonal inabiliq to represent the female, as a recuriing feature in Ondaatje's 

work, culmliates Li the narrator's £inal comments about Hana at the end of The English Patient. 

After havïng acknowledged that there is "something in her brow now that ody she can 

recognize in a &or," Ondaa je  h n d y  admits that he loses Hana, that his 'grasp' of her image 

is too loose to hold her within any one b e :  "She is a woman 1 don't h o w  weli enough to 

hold in my wLig, if wrïters have wings, ro harbour for the rest of my life" (301). Tuming to the 
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fint person here, Ondaa j e  implicates b s e l f  in the test - another recuning feature of  his 

w r i ~ g  - but this t h e ,  he does so with reference to a female, radier than male, character. With 

characters such as Bay the Kid, Buddy Bolden, and Pamck Lcwis, Ondaa j e  implicates hirnself 

in the test for the purpose of forging a connection beween author and character, he identifies 

his authonty, in other words, with those characters. With reference to Hana, the impiicauon of 

author in the text serves to highlighc difference rather than sameness, to admit to his inabiIiv 

so represent Hana, the fernale protagonist, outside of the context of men. 

Geert Lemout observes that "Hana, the Canadian nurse, is not the central character: 

she seems to function more as a Li& beween the three men than as an independent person" 

(125). And Ondaa tje's endmg seems to v e P 6  the obsen~ation Even in this ending, he 'links' 

Hana's ending to that of I;lrphal Singh, as the glass and fork drop simultaneously, across 

c o n ~ e n t s .  Ondaa je, iike Kip, can only represent Hma in the environment he has chosen, 

cannot see her othenvise. Similady, characters such as Sallie Chisurn, h g e l a  Dickinson, Nora 

Bass, Robin Bre-aitt, Clara Dickens, and Alice G d  axe all represented through male eyes, and 

in the context of men. They are, as a resdt, incomplete portraits, in that Ondaa je's insistence 

on the ferninine 'realities' always already outside the represented Iframe' emphasizes their 

inadequacy as 'complete' characte&ations. His emphasis on boundaries, addiaonally - and 

specificdy the boundaries of gender - reinforces the 'othemess' of the femaie characten, and 

thei consequent distance fiom both male characters and the masculine writing voice. 

Tkough examliing The Colietfed Workr ofBi4 the fid, Cumi'ng Thmzgh Jlazgbter, In the 

S k n  ofa Lion and The Englib Pndenf in chronological sequence, 1 have suggested that a 

progressive pattern emerges in terms of Ondaa tje's representation of women. iYhereas 

characters like Sallie and Angela in The Colietted Worh, and Nora and Robin in Coming Thmugl, 



Shllgher exhibit p a i s  which accord with highly conventional female 'types,' Ondaa j e  

nonetheless constructs a narrative framework, with its layers of mediation, that distances him 

hom the production of those 'types.' In other words, he represents the male characters as 

constructing the female in their own chosen images. Ondaa je  also, however, provides the 

reader with the critical resources uiith which to question these male charactersl constructions 

and therebg irnplicates h s e l f i n  the process of their representaaons. In later texts, such as In 

the Skin ofa Lion and The Enghh Pafient, the author seems to take a step doser to the female, 

reducing the mediaang layers of narrative to provide the fernale uith a voice of her own. In 

doing so, however, he as author cakes a step doser to acknowledgïng his own limitations in 

ternis of c r e a ~ g  a female character with whom he can identiS. Because of her role as 'other' 

to masculine characters and narrators, or, better, because of the boundaries of gender which 

Ondaatje has testudy established and re-estabiished, the female "other always dudes the 

meanings with whch [he seeks] to h her" (Geyer-Ryan, 3). Despite the man). challenges to 

such boundaries of gender within his work, Ondaa j e  asserts in his worlc thac the female cannot 

be adequatdy or completely represented dirough his masculine discourse. \'Çrhile the 'fiction' of 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - p  

the female mai, then, helong to him, the 'completel Fernale consistently dudes bis grasp. 



Endnotes 

General Introduction 

It is clear that this subject is a woman in the context of Senrlar Loue as a whole. This 
collection creates a series of poems exploring the trauma of ending a heterosexual mamage, 
and the joy of h d l i g  new love. 

Chapter One: "Male Chaos and the 'Blurred' Fernale Figure in The CoCkcfed Works of 
Bi& the Ki'd" 

See Scobie for a reading of this 'explanarion' for Billy's violence as somewhat tongue-in- 
cheek Scobie suggesa that Ondaatje, in his easy explanation that cleady omits many faca, is 
a c d y  pointing out that there can be no one esplanauon for a series of actions, or no 
"sïmplistic psychological 'explanations' for the source of Billy's violence" (194). 

Ondaa je emphasizes the exaggerated construction of unbelievable femaie 'types' in the 
section ''BQ the Kid and the Pnncess." York obsenres that he here "sports Mth the 
stereoqpes of the helpless heroine and the femme fatale" (77). 

3 DeMisoffadditionally notes what he perceives to be homosesud moments in the text 
which provide evidence arguing against such 'masculinity,' and u~hich promote, generdy, a 
"seuual ambiguity throughout the test" (53). 

Chapter Two: "Creating the Ideal Mirror: Coming Thmuglz Slaughter" 

I refer here to gender performativity in the terms of Judith Butler, who points out that 
"gender reality is created through susrained social performances" rather than by "nouons of an 
essential sex and a true or abiding masculliic). or feminLU-" (141). In the context of Coming 
Tbmugb Shzgbteq it is dear that a masdine discourse shapes the "gender reality" mithin the 
text, and that the consistently mascullie gaze c o n s m i c ~ g  the femaie in his image arnounts to a 
'performance' that posits the male as controlling fernale representaaon. This repeated assemon 
of male narrative control is the "constituted social [or testual) ternporalis'' that defines gender 
in the tat (14 1). 

Barry Maxwell observes that the "central symbol duster of Coming Tbmrrgh Shzgbter is 
composed of mirrors and windows, representative of every sort of physical and psychic 
conhement, and douds and s e ,  to which we are released only through extreme acts of 
violence, love or are" (105-6), loca&g Bolden1s attempt to break window-s here as an anempr 
to "release" huilself fiom perceived confinement 



Chapter Three: "Haif Revealed Women in In the Skin of a Lion" 

Funher pardels beween the m o  stones are evident throughout In  the S&n $a L i o n  Patrick's 
sojourn in the Garden of the Blind afier Alice's death, for example, when he meets a blind 
woman and teils her of his loss, mimors Gilgamesh's visit to the garden of the gods to relate his 
story of grief and loss to a woman, Siduî. Pamck like Gilgamesh, also ultirnately f d s  asleep in 
the presence of the man he has sought to find. Gilgamesh, in the epic, cannot live up to the 
challenge to vanquish sleep for six days and seven nights, just as Pamck cannot vanquish sleep 
as daylight approaches to c a q  out his violent plan, and to imrnortalize hunself in the historical 
record. 

That Pamck is not the nanator is illustrated throughout the t e q  and mosc dearly in a 
passage noMg the d i s ~ c 8 o n  between the '1' of the narrator and Pauick as 'he': "She codd 
move like...she could sing as low as . . .W~JT is ic that I am now q%g to uncover eveT facet of 
fice's nature for myseLfl He wann everyrhrng of ALice to be with him here in this room as if 
she is not dead" (147-248). 

Pamck may also be seen as rejecting tradiaonal models of masculinity in his refusal, at the 
end of the novel, to blow up the Waterworks according to plan, and in his decision to 
communicate aith Harris (rather than isolate him) bj7 teiiing him the s toq  of Alice G d .  

Naming in the texc seems to convey a means of assimilating, of 'knowing' a person or ching 
leaving vital infonnaaon out of the fÏarne of the acmal narne. TBnh T. Minh-ha observes 

in dùs respect thac "Naming is part of the human Bnials of incorporation, and the unnarned 
remalis less human than the inhuma. or sub-human. The threatening Othemess must, 
therefore, be transformed into figures that belong to a definite image-repertoire" (54). In terms 
of the immigrant labourers, this 'threatening Otherness' is deviated by giWig them English 
narnes. For P a k k  Lewis, as a child, narning also allou~s him to corne to terms with the exoac 
'otherness' of the insect wodd, gi&g visiting insects fictional narnes, and then later d i s c o v e ~ g  
their real narnes (9-10). 

Again, our attention is dnwn to the ambiguous boundary beween waking and sleeping. Lilie 
the episode in the Waterworks, when Pamck falls asleep before Hamis, and its equivalent in the 
Epic of Gilgamesh, sleep in the novel allows release, through drearns, from the pain of loss. 
The passage spoken by Harris in the test, taken hom the Gilgamesh Epic, clarifies this: "He lay 
down to sleep, und he was woken from out of a dream. He saw the lions around him glo-g 
in life; then he took his axe in his hand, he drew his word from his belt, and he f d  upon them 
W<e an arrow fiom the saing" (242). Neither Pamck, nor Gilgamesh, achieves his ultimate 
revenge. But it is in sleep that each sees the pointlessness of that revenge. Thac Hazen Lewis in 
this passage might not be sleeping seems to suggesc that he has no such release from a life- 
denying impulse. 

See Fotios Sarrïs's excellent amde on the relationship benveen silence and light in In the S k n  



This passage itself, in fact, is a testament to Ondaa je's own perceptions and 
misperceptions of female behaviour. He goes so far as to have Mce  laughingly aslc Clara if 
they are "witches," and the night is completed by the women running outside, Clara 
stripping offher shirt, and baying at an absent moon (76). Whether or not thïs is intended to 
be ironic is left unclear. 

The passage also recaiis Ondaaje's eadier poetic writing, in which authorid 'knowledge' of 
the female based on his own expecrations and perceptions may act as a kind of 'container'. In 
this passage kom Secular Love, Ondaatje e t e s :  "It is only recendy that 1 am able to wake 
beside you and uithout looklig, almost in a dream, put out my hand and know exactly where 
your shoulder or your h e m  will be..And at ümes this has seemed to be knowledge. As if you 
were a blueprint of your house" ( M a r  Love, 87). In this contest, the 'seeming' of such 
knowledge is emphasized, in that writer 'seems to know-' this woman based on his own 
expectations of where she mighf be positioned. 

"e stone that Clara a s h  Pamck to 'remember' here is the one "swallowed years back" by 
Pauick, "that had grown wiith hun and which he canied around because he could not shed it, " 
a stone which was originally a "£iint of terror'' (71). It is a flint that marks the bounda.ües 
beween the self and cornmunity, an aesthetic taught to Pa&& by his father and his romance 
'heros'. Nthough Pamck may, in the end, succeed in c o n n e c ~ g  all of the d iscon~uous  
moments of his life, in the t e h g  of this story to Hana, Ondaa je insists thar this tlint remains. 

Chapter Four: «Reflections of the Unknown: Fernale Characters in The English 
Pa fzènt " 

Douglas Barbour hrst noted that the reai tirne and fictional urne benveen In the Skin ofa 
Lion and The Englib Patient is the same - five years (207). 

The image recails the myth of Icanis, who, in being presented with wings as a means to 
escape imprisonment, uses them to fly too dose to the sim. His proximity to the sun then, of 
course, loosens the glue holding the wings in place and precipitates his fd. The rnj& is 
relevant to the text of The English Patient in chat Daedalus, Icanis' father, tells his son: 
"Escape may be checked by water and land, but the air and the slq are fiee" (Hamilton, 
193). The desen is, for the English Patient, a symbol of freedorn, an ideal 'wodd without 
lines' which for him, as for Icarus, becomes because of his arrogance, the seoing for his own 
demise. 

Again, see Zepemek's inniguing artide conceniing the 'real' Gcharine, Lady East Clairon 
(146-147). 



We dso glimpse a pre-war Hana, and note the impact that the war has had on her in her 
rendition of the "MarseiUaise." She sang the song once as a chid, Caravaggio noüng that 
instead of singing with "the passion of her at sixteen" she was now "singing it as if it was 
something scarred, as if one coddn't ever again bring all the hope of the song together. It had 
been altered by the five years leading to this night of her wenry-&t birthday in the forcÿ-f?fth 
year of the twentieth century. Singing in the voice of a Üred uaveller, alone against eveq&g9' 
(269). 

Kip also appears as a representaüve of an enrire social group - in l is  case of a 'foreign' 
culture - with espliutly &tical references to chïs 'othering'. Hana, in one example, is said to 
imagine "dl of Asia through the gestures of diis one man1' (217). 

Some additional esamples of Ondaaje's insistence on the equality of the nvo be 
wimessed in the author's presentation of Kip as feeling himselfin 'someone's rifle sightst as 
Hana has been in his, and in the characters' pardel reluctance to demonstrate any sign of 
weakness. 

Totosy de Zepemek translates the word 'felhomaly' differendy than does Ondaatje, placing 
his emphasis on shades of light, rather than on the feeling that those shades may evoke. For 
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